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1. INTRODUCTION
The economic assessment of rail investment projects relies on the same cost-benefit
analysis (CBA) principles that are applied in other transport modes. However, these
general rules should also take into account the technical and economic peculiarities of a
sector which is defined not only by its capacity to provide fast and regular services to a
large number of passengers and freight volumes in a safer way than other modes, but
also by its high (and often sunk) construction, operation and maintenance costs. Rail
transport is also characterized by large economies of scale and density, which was
traditionally argued in many countries to justify market structures based on vertically
integrated public monopolies, with limited opportunities for competition.
Over the past few decades, however, and in order to reverse the progressive decline of
rail transport as compared to other competing modes in Europe, the European Union has
embraced a restructuring process based on the separation of infrastructure management
from the provision of services and the progressive liberalization of the sector in order to
foster competition either ‘on the tracks’ or ‘for the tracks’. The increasing number of
public and private partners currently involved in the rail sector makes it even more
relevant to properly quantify and analyse the distribution of profits and losses between
them when undertaking any new project and, in fact, becomes an essential component
of the overall decision-making process.
Even though the government remain in most EU Member States the responsible for
many rail transport investment and policies, the economic evaluation of rail projects
have to take into consideration not only their effects on the public sector budget, but
also the economic impacts for all the other key stakeholders in the society: the
infrastructure manager, the (public and private) service operators, the users of railways
and other competing modes and, in general, the effects on related players in other
sectors, when relevant. Although some minor projects may still be decided at the level
of the infrastructure manager or the operators, larger ones (for example, opening a new
rail line, upgrading or closing existing services, building new infrastructure, etc.) are
increasingly affected by these complex relationships. The decision about them becomes
harder and requires a more comprehensive assessment, with sound and well-established
economic criteria.
This is the main focus of this document, which builds on the document entitled A
GENERAL METHODOLOGY FOR COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS IN TRANSPORT, described in detail in
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PART I, 1 as well as the already existing guidelines and manuals on this issue to provide
indications and examples on how to carry out the CBA of rail projects. From a
methodological point of view, our main reference is PART I which develops an
analytical evaluation model where transport projects are interpreted as perturbations in
the economy affecting the social welfare of different individuals at different moments in
time, as compared with the counterfactual, the situation without the project. Using that
approach, after this brief introduction, Section 2 starts by discussing how rail transport
projects should be defined from the point of view of their ex-ante assessment,
particularly focusing on the different roles played by the different stakeholders in the
sector. The rest of this document focuses on passenger rail undertakings (building a new
line, expanding an existing network, etc.) although the main ideas are also extensible to
freight projects. Section 3 analyses the particular relevance of demand projections in the
adequate definition of rail projects. Section 4 examines in more detail some of the most
relevant technical features of these projects, particularly distinguishing between interurban high-speed rail (HSR) undertakings and other related to commuting or suburban
railways, which operate primarily within a metropolitan area, connecting travellers to a
central city from the suburbs or adjacent suburbs. Sections 5 and 6 will be respectively
devoted to discussing the application of the CBA methodology to each of these rail
projects types, providing in each case a hypothetical example to illustrate the most
salient elements of the assessment process. Annex A finally reviews some of the most
recent economic evaluation guidelines, and Annex B enumerates a set of variables and
data sources needed for performing the CBA of rail projects.

1

De Rus et al. (2019).
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2. KEY ELEMENTS IN DEFINING A RAIL PROJECT
2.1. Project definition and alternatives
As in any other transport project, the ex-ante evaluation of rail investments starts with
the adequate identification of the project within the context of a wider investment
program at a regional, national or European scale. This first step delimits the scope of
the analysis, the society of reference, and clarifies which agents may or not may be
involved in its analysis. From a technical perspective, the project should then be defined
by all the (engineering) elements needed to make it operable (e.g. main and secondary
tracks, stations, depots and other auxiliary infrastructure, energy and communication
installations, rolling stock, etc.). However, from an economic assessment perspective,
the project definition should avoid unrelated elements or those that are not necessary to
make it operable (e.g. buildings not related to train operations, roads not required by/for
rail project, etc.) but it should include any other element necessary to make the project
operative.
Most (large) passenger rail projects require a previous planning exercise which clarifies
what is its final objective and how it can be achieved. Some projects, for example, may
be intended to address very specific problems (e.g. bottlenecks or lack of capacity);
others, to improve current transport conditions (e.g. slow connections or poor quality
services) and, in many cases, they respond to other social needs (e.g. increased
accessibility, reduced environmental nuisances). Since undertaking a project entails the
simultaneous decision of not undertaking any of the other feasible options, in order to
assess the economic convenience of a project, an adequate range of alternatives should
be always considered.
One of the possible counterfactual options to consider is the ‘do-minimum alternative’,
which implies carrying out as little investment and maintenance as possible to keep
current transport markets working without excessive deterioration of services. In the
case of railways, this can be interpreted as following the standard pattern of renewal and
maintenance of the existing infrastructure and rolling stock (which, of course, would
result in significantly different traffic levels than those foreseen under the project).
On the contrary, the ‘do-nothing’ alternative is often incompatible with the normal
operation in the existing network and, thus, it is usually not a valid reference. In many
cases, notably in the assessment of high-speed lines, the ‘do-minimum’ is not defined as
the investment needed to provide the capacity required by expected normal traffic
growth (referred to as ‘avoided investment’). Instead, the comparison should be
performed between the new project (i.e. the high-speed line) and an ‘avoided’ major
alternative (such as track doubling). In cases where the saturation of the conventional
5

rail network requires capacity expansions, the construction of a new high-speed rail line
should be also evaluated as an alternative to the improvement and extension of the
conventional network, with the additional advantage of freeing up capacity. Obviously,
this additional capacity is valuable inasmuch demand exceeds existing capacity. In these
circumstances, additional capacity may absorb the traffic growth between cities served
by HSR and may also release capacity on existing lines to satisfy other traffic (such as
suburban or freight demand).
Thus, there may be ‘do-something’ alternatives that can be defined in a variety of ways,
depending on the project size and scope. 2 Sometimes an alternative is simply an
extension or improvement of another (e.g. an additional link). In this case, if the basic
alternative is acceptable, it is the extra investment what must be appraised. Comparisons
become more complex when several interlinked projects are evaluated. If network
effects are relevant (as in the case of suburban railways), the implementation of related
projects and their timing could have important effects on the profitability of the whole
investment. One possible way to handle such cases is to carry out appraisals of the
whole investment and of each of its individual components, to reach both an optimal
project selection and their scheduling period. However, this is quite difficult in practice,
and an individual appraisal of each project is performed. In this case, it is important to
take into account each project specific timetable and, in any case, avoid double-counting
of the same network benefits.
In fact, the traditional view when defining (particularly, urban and suburban) rail
projects has been to consider investments leading to a continuous improvement process
rather than options representing a major change in the network. This is due to the
integrated character of the rail system that often prevents the spreading of advantages
(notably those derived from innovation) to the whole network. Speed restrictions or old
electrification and signalling systems can, for instance, make inefficient the deployment
of modern rolling stock on upgraded sections. However, the increasing development of
high-speed networks (which require dedicated infrastructure and even different track
gauges, as in Spain) is changing this approach, and some experts argue for slightly
different assessment approaches to different rail projects, as discussed below (UIC,
2018). In all cases, the definition of alternatives for a rail project should always take
into account the implications for the whole transport system and, for larger projects,
even the wider economic benefits (WEB) on the territory, when they exist and can be
accounted for.
See Turró (2004) and de Rus et al. (2019) for additional discussion. The Railway Project Appraisal
Guidelines (RAILPAG), as well as – for example – the different rail investment guidelines used by the
Spanish Rail Infrastructure Manager (ADIF) and other international institutions are discussed in Annex
A.
2
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2.2. The role of different stakeholders in the assessment of rail projects
When compared to the selected counterfactual, many investments in the railways sector
involve costs and benefits for a wide range of institutions, companies and individuals
for several years. Many of these are actual cash flows that constitute the main basis for
the assessment of the project for some of these stakeholders (infrastructure managers or
service operators) which mostly care for the project global profitability and its
sustainability in financial terms. However, other costs and benefits are not directly
reflected in financial flows (e.g., part of the travel time savings), and/or appear in other
sectors (competing transport modes) and/or are not internalized by the users or the
producers (external costs). All these elements are essential in the economic evaluation
of rail projects using CBA, whose ultimate aim is to quantify how much the wellbeing
of each of the affected agents is changed by the project, both for efficiency and
distributional reasons.
CBA thus adopts a social perspective, evaluating rail projects by taking into account all
their benefits and costs, notwithstanding the fact that the assessment may involve
making unpopular decisions and lead to reject or delay projects with large popular
support but with social costs above their social benefits. Unfortunately, it is not
infrequent the case where rail projects have been undertaken in many countries under
temporary political pressures or misguided social concerns, and CBA results have been
ignored or misinterpreted (ECA, 2018). CBA should be viewed as a decision tool that
both contribute to choose projects that increase efficiency and helps to identify the
distribution of social benefits and costs among the different involved stakeholders,
adding transparency and accountability to the decision process.
As mentioned above, the restructuring process in the EU railways has foreseen the
separation of infrastructure and services, at least from the point of view of their
financial accounts. 3 Some Member States have pursued a complete vertical
disintegration of the sector and even (partially or fully) privatized their network,
whereas other countries have opted for a compromise solution where the ownership
(and ultimate the responsibility on investment programs) are still under government
control, and day-to-day administration (including investment appraisal) are surrogated
into a public body with some degree of financial autonomy. 4

See Nash et al. (2013) or Laurino et al. (2015) for a wider discussion of different rail restructuring
models in Europe and around the world.
3

This is, for example, the Spanish model, where – in accordance with the 2015 Railways Sector Law –
the Ministry of Transport, Mobility and Urban Agenda has delegated into a separated agency ADIF the
management and investment decisions on the existing rail infrastructure (tracks and stations). Since 2014,
high-speed lines are administratively separated into ADIF – Alta Velocidad.
4
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In any vertically unbundled rail transport sector, the infrastructure manager should be
always considered as a separate key player from the point of view of project appraisal,
as it could have its own sources of income (track access charges, tolls, rentals…) and
different costs (including investments). A single rail project will usually affect only one
infrastructure manager. However, there is a possibility of dividing the national network
among several managers (at the regional level) and works on international sections are
also likely to affect at least two managers. It is relevant to note that the existence of
close ties between (state-owned) network managers and (state-owned) service operators
could imply the existence of perverse incentives in the overall rail system, yielding the
vertical disintegration in these cases ineffective: the sector would be acting ‘de facto’ as
in the old vertically integrated monopoly model.
For that reason, sometimes there is a need for an (independent) regulatory agency,
overseeing the relationships among infrastructure owners, infrastructure managers and,
logically, service operators, even in the case that they all are public bodies. This
regulator could certainly affect project decision-making depending on its influence on
price-setting policies (particularly, track access charges), service levels (if there exist or
not public service obligations), overview of intermodal and intramodal competition (if
there are several operators) and its belligerence in preventing abuses of dominant
position.
Regarding the firms that provide transport services, the introduction of competition
promoted by the EU regulations has sought to erode the traditional monopolistic
position of the (mostly public) incumbent companies on their national or regional
networks. This means that it is no longer adequate to look at the rail system as an
isolated monopolistic system. Not only have infrastructure and operations become
counterparts; competing operators will try to obtain the best deal from any new
investment. It is, thus, necessary to take into account this competition on the project and
anticipate its effects on the evolution of prices, traffic forecasts, market shares and the
subsequent distribution of costs and revenues in the rail market. In addition, any major
rail investment could also have an impact on the distribution of traffic flows and on the
performance of other transport modes (intermodal competition), which will have to be
included in the traffic forecasts, and in the estimation of the social benefits and costs.
Transport users are not only affected in financial terms by costs changes that are
translated into monetary prices, but also obtain other benefits of the project (in the form
of time savings, safety and comfort improvements, etc.) which may have positive and
negative signs across different transport modes. Users and non-users also share the costs
of the project, either as ultimate taxpayers or in the form of externalities. The sign and
amount of the external effects are not always easy to quantify, but can have an
important weight in the decision-making, particularly when environmental concerns
8

tend to position railways in a more favourable public opinion view as compared to road
or air travel.
Other stakeholders may be finally of interest. Investment on rail projects is directly
undertaken by construction companies, suppliers of equipment and services, etc.
Maintenance and operations may also involve external companies, mobilizing labour
and capital outside the rail sector. Landowners could also be affected through
expropriation or changes in the value of their properties. Relocation decisions and the
functioning of other related markets can be also affected by large projects, as well as the
overall competitiveness level of the economy. However, the risk of double-counting is
high, and any measurement of indirect effects of rail projects – either at the micro or
macro level – should be supported by a well-established case-by-case methodology and
specific data-based analysis. The alternative of justifying large rail investments for
unproven WEB or the ‘overall gains of enlarged competition’ is still very frequent.
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3. DEMAND FORECASTING AND RAIL PROJECT ASSESSMENT
After defining the project, the next step in its evaluation process in order to identify and
measure its effects is to make a detailed demand analysis. This requires assessing the
existing demand for the various types of users (typically using data provided by current
service suppliers or statistical offices) and the future demand (based on reliable models
that take into consideration reasonable economic forecasts, alternative sources of
supply, elasticity of demand to relevant prices and income, etc.). Both ‘with-the-project’
and ‘without-the-project’ passenger traffic quantifications are essential to formulate
projections, although the demand analysis should always provide forecasts adapted to
the technical and economic characteristics of each project, particularly including the
effects of pricing policies and the foreseeable reaction of all the relevant stakeholders to
changes in the generalized prices. Depending on the data available and the dedicated
resources, different techniques (for example, regression models, logit models, trend
extrapolations, qualitative methods, etc.) can be used for demand forecasting, and their
results may obviously differ.
In general, since transport projects affect transport users’ modal distribution, the sources
of diverted traffic (those that are deviated from competing modes to railways) must be
clearly identified, as well as the amount of generated (new) demand associated with the
rail project (either in the form of new users or as new trips by existing users). It is
important to distinguish between travel purposes (business, commuting, leisure, etc.)
since the users’ value of time differs across them, and between routes or specific
sections. Particular attention should be paid to identifying whether the project belongs
to a network (as in the case of many suburban rail projects), because its demand (and
consequently its financial and economic performance) is highly influenced by issues of
complementarity and accessibility that should be explicitly taken into account in the
assessment.
In practice, although there are different procedures for carrying out the demand analysis
in rail projects, they all typically include at least three elements. For example, when it
comes to the construction of a new passenger rail line (e.g. a new high-speed corridor),
it is required to:
1.

…build a database, usually in the form of a detailed origin-destination (OD)
matrix, that identifies the most relevant OD relationships between the
cities/stations affected by the project. This matrix should include all the available
data (existing demand, number of services, frequencies, average speed, monetary
prices, etc.) for all the current transport alternatives (road, air transport and
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conventional rail), as well the most relevant parameters (for example, unit costs
estimates) required for an ex ante CBA;
2.

…estimate the modal distribution, in particular the generation and distribution of
new and existing trips according to a generalized price traffic model that
determines what happens ‘without-the-project’ and ‘with-the-project’. The
resulting modal split must be consistent with all the economic and technical
parameters of the model (for example, prices and capacity restrictions), and

3.

…forecast the evolution of the demand over the evaluation period, which should
be defined in accordance to the economic life of the assets involved in the project.
For investments in rail infrastructure, a reasonable horizon lies between 30 and 50
years, although the shorter the period, the higher the residual value to consider at
the end of the evaluation. Traffic forecasting should be based on estimated gross
domestic product (GDP) projections and the corresponding income elasticity.

The use of generalized prices – which include monetary prices, the value of travel time
and other disutility costs borne by users – as the central element in demand prediction
models is not only common in transport literature, but also fairly consistent with the
socio-economic definition of transport projects in CBA, viewed as exogenous
interventions in a transport market, which shifts its initial equilibrium and affects prices,
costs and time. However, the relative importance of each of these components may
differ in practice.
For example, with respect to price elasticities, rail demand for most intercity rail
monetary prices is relatively inelastic for low prices but quickly becomes elastic as the
price increases. Revenues sharply decline for unit prices above €0.1 per passenger-km,
although there are significant differences associated with specific services and routes.
When travel time is reduced, rail transport becomes much more attractive as compared
to its road and air competitors, particularly, in medium and long-distance routes
(between 200 and 500 kms). Average speed is thus a key determinant of users’ modal
choice: rail market shares in many European corridors where travel time is below 2.5
hours are above 80%, while for routes where it exceeds 3.5 hours, they often fall below
50%. Similarly, increases in frequencies lead to lower waiting times. In these cases, the
elasticity of demand with respect to frequency is always positive, although not linear,
since, for example, services with low initial frequency are more sensitive to the increase
in frequency compared to others with lower frequencies. In the case of medium and
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long distance, from 16 daily frequencies the increase in demand is negligible. On the
other hand, the sensitivity of demand to frequency increases with train speed. 5
In the demand analysis of urban and suburban rail projects other factors are also
considered prior to proceed with the assessment process. Of particular interest in several
European countries is the fact that most suburban rail services in metropolitan areas are
subject to public service obligations and existing regulations set up a series of
prerequisites that must be fulfilled in order to authorize new projects. For example, in
Spain, these include (among others) that the population served by a suburban line,
within a maximum radius of one kilometre from the stations should be above the
threshold of 100,000 inhabitants (although other factors such as employment and level
of economic activities are also considered), and that the estimated demand levels should
be above 20,000 or 5,000 daily passenger-trips for new lines or new stations,
respectively. In practice, however, these limits are too restrictive and rarely met even by
existing lines. For this reason, since 2017 they have been softened by using ‘global
efficiency and sustainability’ criteria that represent, on average, the economic and
financial results of the existing suburban lines. This results in a minimum demand of
8,000 passenger-trips per day as the practical threshold to implement a new suburban
service line, provided that minimum services of 30 trains per direction per day are also
established.
Finally, there are several additional factors that are relevant for the demand analysis of
rail projects and should be included in the project assessment process when the
information is available. The sensitivity of traffic estimates is critical with respect to, for
example, demographic and socio‑economic changes (in the users characteristics, their
travel preferences and their willingness to pay), the industrial and logistics structure of
the affected area (location of economic and social activities), the strategies of competing
modes, government policies (including subsidies and taxes) and, of course, the pace of
technological change, with particular effects on the rail industry in the present context
of development of some alternatives (levitation trains, hyperloop, etc.) that could render
current rail technology as obsolete in just a few decades.

5

See García Álvarez (2016), for example, for references in the case of Spain.
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4.

THE

COSTS

OF

BUILDING

AND

OPERATING

RAIL

PROJECTS
4.1. High-speed rail projects
As defined in UIC (2018), high-speed rail (HSR) is a grounded, guided and low grip
transport system that comprises at least three different technical elements: upgraded
infrastructure or new lines designed to run at a maximum speed of 250 km/h or more,
dedicated rolling stock with ad hoc designed trainsets, and new operational rules,
communication and maintenance systems that allow the provision of high-quality
passenger transport services. Although this commercial speed is the main reference for
HSR, on medium-distance routes without air competition, lower values (above 200
km/h) are also acceptable in Europe if the services include specific trainsets), notrackside signals, long-range control centres and geographical or temporal separation of
freight and passenger traffics.
4.1.1. The construction costs of a high-speed line
According to the relationship between the infrastructure to be built with the pre-existing
rail infrastructure, there are at least five different types of HSR projects: large corridors
isolated from other lines, network integrated corridors, smaller extensions or new
sections of existing corridors, large singular projects and smaller projects
complementing the conventional network, including high-speed lines that connect
airports with nearby cities, or the improvements in conventional infrastructure to
accommodate higher-speed services.
In general, building an HSR infrastructure in any of these cases requires a specific
design in order to remove all technical issues that might reduce the trains commercial
speed, including roadway-level crossings, sharp curves, excessive gradients and other
orographic limitations. For this reason, it is difficult to compare the construction costs
of different HSR projects. In many projects, land and planning costs, and the cost of
main stations are excluded in the infrastructure construction costs, and the average cost
of an HSR line per kilometres around the world ranges from €10 to €40 million in 2009
prices, according to different sources. 6 The existing HSR lines in Europe typically
exhibit even lower values (from €5 to €25 million in Spain and France) especially in
projects developed on less densely populated areas and dedicated for passenger trains
only (UIC, 2018).

See Campos and de Rus (2009) or Campos et al. (2009) for international references. More recent, but
equivalent values can be found in Preston (2013) and UIC (2018).
6
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Most high-speed lines are built within five to six years of taking possession of the
required land, so long as tunnels and viaducts are not numerous or long. The
distribution of the construction investment over this period is not uniform and depends
on technical, economic and even political factors. Although the administrative
procedures may be slightly different across countries, once the decision has been made
to construct a high-speed line they usually include public enquiries to ensure the
adequate balance between public and private interests, environmental studies of the
affected areas before the project, including a list of potential alleviation measures if
needed and the design of the institutional and financial scheme to determine who will
carry out the project and how it will be financed, within the corresponding regional,
national or European setting.
In Spain, for example, the overall planning and investment scheduling of rail projects
corresponds to the Ministry of Transport, Mobility and Urban Agenda, whereas the
economic assessment (of the whole project or divided into sections) is performed by the
infrastructure manager (ADIF). Once the line to be executed has been chosen, an
Environmental Impact Study is carried out for each section, considering their integrated
and separate effects on the entire corridor, according to the existing environmental
regulations. An Informative Study of each section is also performed, in order to
determine all the technical aspects necessary for the project practical execution. These
engineering studies include different layouts and solutions to overcome the terrain
obstacles and deal with more difficult areas. Specific aspects such as desired speed,
section length, number and size of viaducts and tunnels, earthworks, impact on existing
infrastructure, or geotechnical characteristics of the terrain are also considered. Once
these studies have been concluded, they are qualitatively evaluated using a multi-criteria
analysis in which the specific weight of each aspect analysed is scored and adjusted.
There is no a homogenous weighting methodology, and it may vary substantially across
projects, which ultimately suggests the existence of discretionary factors that increase
the subjectivity in the choice of the final alternative by ADIF. The chosen alternative is
finally developed through a Building Project which defines with precision all the details
and phases of the execution of the works, including cartography, geological and
geotechnical studies, platform projects, construction projects for track assembly,
electrification projects, installation projects and acoustic and vibration protection
projects. All these elements are summarized into the Technical Terms of References,
which are used to determine the initial budget and the tendering conditions for private
construction companies.
As discussed above, most HSR construction contracts are based on pre-defined unit cost
references (in euros per kilometre) that depend on the case-specific orography (from flat
to hilly terrain) and the geological-geotechnical risks of each project. Thus,
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infrastructure construction costs (excluding land, 7 planning and stations) 8 are more or
less proportional to the length of each section and include the materials and labour
costs, which must be valued at their corresponding opportunity costs. Labour costs
typically represent around 10% of investment costs. The exact route length by rail
between two points depends on the radius of the curve joining those points, which in
turn, is determined by the maximum operational speed: the higher the speed, the less
sinuous the route and, therefore, the shorter the length. These elements are
geometrically calculated using a trajectory coefficient function, which estimates the
increase in length with respect to the straight line between those two points. 9
The second element that significantly defines the total cost of HSR infrastructure is the
percentage of viaduct and tunnel sections over the total length of the line. These
percentages also depend on the local orography and the maximum speed, since using
less winding routes on uneven terrain requires a greater usage of this type of
infrastructure. In general, on flat and semi-flat terrains these percentages are between 110%, but quickly increase to 25-90% for abrupt terrains. The unit cost of viaduct and
tunnel sections ranges from €5 million per kilometre in relatively flat surfaces to €40
million in most difficult terrains. For tunnels, their cost per kilometre depends on the
cross-section (in square metres) and may vary between €25-35 million for double-track
tunnels and between €50-70 for double-tube ones.
Once the rail platform has been prepared, the track must be installed on it. In this case, a
choice must be made between installing the track on ballast or on plate, a decision
which is conditioned by the maximum design speed of the section and by the type of
section. Ballastless solutions have also been used on several projects, whereby the track
is laid directly onto concrete slabs. Both solutions provide the same level of
performance for operation. The unit costs in each case varies across projects and may be
estimated between €0,5 million and €2 million per kilometre in most cases.
Additional components of infrastructure costs, such as the unit cost of turnouts,
electrification, communications, signalling or security systems can be also obtained
from existing HSR projects around the world, but they notably differ across countries.
In Spain, for example, the average cost of these elements is usually in the range of €2.0
Although they notably differ across countries depending on their legal framework, the average land
acquisition costs, estimated on the basis of previous high-speed projects in Spain and classified according
to the type of land vary between €2.5 per square metre for non-urban land and €75 for urban terrains
(García Álvarez, 2016).
7

8
High speed stations are necessarily few to increase commercial speed. However, this does not mean that
they all should become an (expensive) ‘architectural’ reference for each city (ECA, 2018).
9
See González Franco (2015), for example. There are also reference values included in ADIF investment
guidelines, as reviewed in Annex A.
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to €2.5 million per kilometre, except for very rough stretches where, from higher
speeds, they are close to €3 million. 10 In general, and individually considered, each of
these elements usually represents between 5% and 10% of the total investment. Other
minor items (supervision, quality control, etc.) may represent between 1% and 5% of
total investment.
4.1.2. Estimating the costs of operating and maintaining a high-speed line
Once the infrastructure has been built, the operation of HSR services involves two types
of costs: those related to the operation and maintenance of the infrastructure itself, and
those related to the provision of transport services. The degree of vertical integration
existing between the infrastructure manager and the firm(s) that provides rail transport
services determines which one is responsible for each of these costs and may vary
across countries, making comparisons always difficult.
The first cost category includes labour, energy and materials expenses associated with
traffic management and the operation and maintenance of the guideways, terminals,
stations, signalling and other auxiliary systems. Some of these costs are fixed and
depend on operations routinely performed in accordance with technical and safety
standards. In other cases, such as in track maintenance, the cost is determined by traffic
intensity, which reflects the wear associated with the vertical forces supported by the
track and its deformations due to excessive settlement of embankments or damage to
structural elements. Therefore, these costs will be conditioned by the traffic that
supports the line (number of Trains per year) and in the case of high-speed in Spain, has
been estimated for example (in euros per kilometre) as:
CTRACK =5.920 + [ (TrainCost ) × 0.0034 × (Trains ) ] ,

where the TrainCost parameter ranges between €0.22 and €0.40 per train-km according
to the train model. The maintenance cost functions for turnouts follows a similar
pattern, since the wear generated by the trains on these elements also depends on the
traffic volume. Although there are different types of turnouts depending on the speed of
entry and exit, an average estimate for Spain can be provided for example by:
CTURNOUTS = 30.154 + [ (TrainCost ) × 0.0119 × (Trains ) × (Turnouts / km) ] ,

where the TrainCost parameter now ranges between €0.06 and €0.11 per train-km
depending on the specific train model. The maintenance costs functions for the
signalling and safety systems can be also approximated using similar fixed and variable
10

See Martín Cañizares (2015).
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costs functions, whereas for stations, their costs are proportional to its size and intensity
of use. In general, most of these infrastructure operation and maintenance activities
require specialized personnel and labour costs usually account for about 50% of total
costs. In sum, and according to UIC (2018), the average operation and maintenance of
one kilometre of new high-speed line costs can be estimated in €90,000 per year.
With respect to the costs associated with the provision of HSR services, they can be
divided into three main categories: acquisition of rolling stock, operation and
maintenance of rolling stock (mainly, labour costs) and overheads. 11 In order to estimate
the provision of train services required to meet the expected demand, the assessment
process should rely on an operating plan that defines how the new line will be operated.
To dimension the train fleet, it is not only necessary to know the annual demand of the
line, but also whether the technical characteristics of the trains make them capable to
operate within the specific construction parameters of the line. The operating plan must
therefore determine two aspects: the number of trains required each year (including the
replacements) and their type (in terms of capacity, maximum speed, architecture, power,
traction, gauge width, axle weight, signalling system, etc.). In Europe, the acquisition
costs range between €40,000-80,000 per seat, although the reported price for a 350
trainset may reach €30-35 million, according to UIC (2018). Technical factors such as
composition, mass, weight, power, traction, tilting features or internal configuration
may affect this average price.
Deciding the number of trains on a particular corridor requires estimating the daily
demand in each direction using annual and monthly estimates, once corrected by
seasonality coefficients in order to avoid service disruptions and minimize idle capacity.
Then, it is relatively simple to calculate the number of services per direction by dividing
daily demand over the number of seats on the train multiplied by the target load factor
set by the operator (usually between 90-95%, although sometimes a lower percentage
such as 70% may be acceptable). From the daily services, the frequency and the number
of trains for a basic service can be easily obtained from simple calculations, adding a
number of extra trains (contingency factor) for replacing those in maintenance,
rotations, repositioning or breakdowns.
Regarding the rolling stock operation costs, the unit costs estimates change in
accordance to the operating plan of the line. In Spain, the values range from 0,02€ to
0,09€ per seat-km depending on the model and the commercial speed. 12 In UIC (2018)
the maintenance of a high speed train (with an annual average usage of 500,000
11
This final component is difficult to generalize. It includes sales and administration costs and, in some
projects, it is estimated at around 10% of the passenger-trip revenue (Campos and de Rus, 2009).
12

See González Franco (2015).
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kilometres) is estimated in €2 per kilometre, which yields €1 million per year. This
amount, however, does not include energy consumption and other operating costs,
which may increase this amount by tenfold.
4.2. Suburban rail projects
In contrast to high-speed projects, which generally consist of the construction of a new
line that totally or partially replaces conventional rail and aims to compete against road
and air transport, suburban rail projects present a greater diversity of typologies. In
general, they typically include interventions on intercity rail markets over distances of
less than 75 km, either consisting on minor improvements of existing infrastructures or
in larger greenfield developments that involve new stations and/or new services.
According to ADIF (2018), they include the greenfield building of new lines and layout
variants (whose assessment share several common features with HSR projects), but also
the construction of additional tracks on existing lines (track splitting, building of a third
or fourth track), the construction of new stations, terminals and/or car parks on existing
lines (including freight terminals, park & ride facilities or public transport interchanging
stations), track renewal, refurbishment of existing stations, re-electrification or
improvement in security or communication facilities, new tunnels or viaducts and even
the suppression or protection of level crossings to reduce accidents. 13
In the case of greenfield suburban projects, and provided that the minimum demand
thresholds (see Section 3) are met, they may require the execution of a series of
investments to adapt the pre-existing infrastructure to the new needs. The decision to
bring the suburban line into service may entail the construction of new stations to
improve the accessibility. Evidently, the cost of a new commuter station is directly
related to its estimated demand which, in turn, will condition its size. In Spain, the range
of construction costs can be estimated using as a reference the Infrastructure Plans of
the Barcelona and Madrid Suburban centres carried out by the Ministry of Public
Works in 2009 and 2018, respectively. In the case of Barcelona, the construction of five
new stations on the network was programmed with a unit cost of between €7-17 million,

In Spain, Cercanías (suburban) services are only 30 years old, since the public operator, Renfe, did not
create a commuter unit until 1989, around the metropolitan areas of Madrid and Barcelona. Suburban
services in 12 additional areas were later implemented, increasing frequencies, commercial speed and
capacity provision. In recent years, several strategic investments have been undertaken in the Spanish
network to favour suburban services. However, since they are based on the existing Iberian gauge
(1.668m), as opposed to the standard or international gauge of 1.435m for HSR, they compete for funding
with medium and long distance services, with whom infrastructure, rolling stock and planning criteria are
shared.
13
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at an average of €11 million per station. In Madrid, the construction of four new stations
has been set at €37 million, with an average cost of €9 million per station. 14
However, in the implementation of suburban services is usually more common to assess
projects related to the rehabilitation or renovation of existing stations. These projects
require a series of specific actions depending on each case and, consequently, the
refurbishment costs may vary significantly. Again, using Spain as a reference, it is
possible to obtain an average cost per station from the most recent projects in Barcelona
and Madrid. In the first case, a total investment of €394.5 million was estimated for the
modernization of 84 stations of the network, with an average cost of €4.7 million per
station. Similar figures correspond to Madrid, where an investment of €350 million was
estimated for the renovation of 88 stations, with an average cost of €4 million per
station.
Finally, it should be noted that in order for suburban rail services to be integrated with
the pre-existing network, it will be necessary to interconnect them with other lines or
the urban public transport network, including the metro, tram, regional railways or bus
stations. Therefore, interchange stations are essential to reduce transfer times and
increase the area of influence of destinations. Sometimes, the execution of interchange
stations is very expensive due to the difficulty of connecting two or more railway
networks at different levels or the need to provide the necessary road infrastructure to
build an intermodal node. In general, the average cost of such facilities ranges between
€35 and €55 million but it heavily depends on the network complexity.
With regard to suburban rail projects related to changes in the operating conditions of
the services, the calculation of the number of daily services must take into consideration
that in order to meet the ‘global efficiency and sustainability’ requirements stated in
Section 3, there must be a minimum of 30-40 services per day per direction. The
maximum number of services on a line would be around 100 per direction, which would
mean one train every 10 minutes throughout the day, which would correspond to large
urban agglomerations.
The specific frequency (which may differ along the day and on weekends) depends on
the estimated demand and the number of stations. The denser and longer the line, the
higher the frequency, although, shuttle or semi-direct services may be usually
14
In addition to its size (demand), the cost of building each station is determined by its specific location,
the functional characteristics and land costs. According to data from the Ministry of Transport, Mobility
and Urban Agenda, land prices in Madrid or Barcelona are between 10 and 30% higher than in other
Spanish cities with significant suburban transport networks such as Valencia, Bilbao or Seville, which
may serve as a correction factor for this estimate.
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interpolated at peak times or on a regular basis. The location of the stations is also
relevant. In general, due to network effects central stations have larger demand than
those located on limited branches. In any case, account should also be taken of the
volume of economic activities, their seasonality and the existing employment in the area
of influence of the suburban project, as well as the provision of services offered by other
transport modes. Taking into account all these variables, the procedure for estimating
the number of trains is quite similar to that described for HSR lines.
The acquisition costs of suburban rolling stock in Spain is difficult to estimate after
more than a decade of the last significant purchase of rolling stock for commuter trains
by Renfe. However, it has recently announced the decision to carry out a tender for the
purchase of 211 high-capacity trains for the large suburban centres, for an amount of
2,270.5 million euros. Of these 211 trains, 176 of them will be 100 meters, while
another 35 will reach 200 meters. Taking these figures as a reference, the average cost
of acquiring a commuter train would be €10.75 million per train.
With respect to the operating and maintenance costs of suburban lines, the lack of data
disaggregation as published by Renfe and ADIF makes it difficult the possibility of
carrying out a detailed analysis of the costs of operating these services, and of operating
and maintaining the corresponding railway infrastructure. However, in a recent report
(Ministerio de Fomento, 2017), the total costs of operating the suburban services
operated by Renfe were globally estimated at €607 million (in euros of 2019) during
2015. This means that, if this amount is divided by the number of trains-km offered on
the 2015 commuter services, a unit cost of €14.15 per train-km is obtained. However,
these costs also include the payments made by the Renfe to ADIF, as access fees and
service costs for the use of the network so that the figure corresponds to both the cost
derived from the operation and maintenance of the network and the cost of operating the
commercial service. According to Vasallo et al. (2017) and additional information from
the Ministry of Transport, Mobility and Urban Agenda, the unit cost can be further
broken down into a unit network maintenance cost of €6.28 per train-km and €7.87 per
train-km corresponding to suburban operating unit costs.
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5. COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS OF HIGH-SPEED RAIL PROJECTS
From an economic point of view, a transport market in equilibrium can be interpreted in
two different, but equivalent, ways. On one hand, it can be seen as a particular
allocation of resources associated with the transport activity performed by the
interaction of different stakeholders (government, infrastructure managers, transport
service producers, users and the rest of the society), whose results can be measured in
terms of (generalized) prices and levels (and quality) of service. On the other hand, the
distribution of these results implies gains and/or losses for each these social agents,
which can be in turn measured in terms of the surpluses obtained by each group. If a rail
transport project (e.g. building a new line) is then defined as an exogenous perturbation
in the initial equilibrium (as compared to the corresponding counterfactual), the
assessment of its welfare effects can be correspondingly addressed from two different,
but equivalent, approaches: by identifying and measuring the changes in the use of
existing resources and the willingness to pay (WTP) of the new users, or alternatively,
by identifying and measuring the changes in the surpluses of each of the relevant group
of social agents.
5.1. Measuring changes in social welfare
To illustrate these ideas, 15 consider a transport project consisting in constructing and
operating a new HSR line to replace an existing conventional rail service, as depicted in
Figure 5.1, where g(x) represents a linear estimation of the inverse demand function in
the rail market in terms of the users’ generalized price, that is, g = p + vt, where p
represents monetary prices, v is the value of travel time and t is total travel time. To
simplify the analysis, the investment and operating costs have not been represented. The
initial equilibrium (‘without-the-project’) is given by ( g R0 , xR0 ) , where g R0 represents the
0
p 0 + vR t 0 , with p 0 and t 0 denoting
generalized price for conventional train users: g=
R

the conventional train monetary price and total travel time, respectively, and vR is the
value of time for rail users. xR0 is the existing rail demand. Assuming that the project
implies a reduction in the generalized price ( g R0 > g 1R ) due to a significant reduction in
travel time (t1 < t0) that compensates the fact that HSR services are more expensive than
the price of conventional rail services (p1 > p0). Note that ( x1R − xR0 ) represents the
generated demand of the new rail service.

15

This section is based on the general model already presented in PART I.
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Figure 5.1. Changes in social welfare associated with existing and generated demand in the
rail market

For each of the years within the evaluation horizon, the welfare effects of this HSR
project (denoted as ΔW) can be firstly measured through the changes in the use of
resources and the changes in the willingness to pay for the new trips, as depicted on the
left panel of Figure 5.1. Assuming that the willingness to pay of existing traffic has not
changed, the value of their time savings can be considered as a positive change in
resources, as defined by areas A + D, and calculated as ( g R0 − g 1R ) xR0 + ( p1 − p 0 ) xR0 or,
equivalently, (vR t 0 − vR t1 ) xR0 , whereas the increase in the users’ willingness to pay for
the new trips (net of the time they spend on these trips) is given by areas B + E, or

(1/ 2)( g R0 + g 1R )( x1R − xR0 ) − vR t1 ( x1R − xR0 ) . Therefore, for the existing and generated
demand in the rail markets, we have that the increase in social welfare (disregarding all
investment and operating costs that will be considered latter on) is given by:

1
(vR t 0 − vR t1 ) xR0 + ( g R0 + g 1R )( x1R − xR0 ) − vR t1 ( x1R − xR0 ).
∆WR =
2

(5.1)

We may now analyse the effects of the project on other competing transport markets
using Figure 5.2, where xd represents the deviated demand from each of the other
relevant modes in this corridor (car, bus, air transport, for example), and g m0 represents
0
pm + vmtm ,
the generalized price for the users of the alternative transport mode: g=
m

with pm and tm denoting the alternative transport mode monetary price and total travel
time, respectively, and vm is the value of time for these users. Defining the indifferent
user of alternative transport mode m as the user whose total travel time (that includes
0
p 0 + vmt 0 , all those users
access, egress, waiting and in-vehicle time) is such that g=
m
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with higher total travel time than the indifferent user decide to travel on the alternative
transport mode. Once the new HSR service is introduced, the generalized price is
1
p1 + vmt1 and, due to this reduction, xdm represents the deviated demand
reduced to g=
m

from mode m to the rail market. The new indifferent consumer is such that for the new
1
pm + vmtm .
generalized price g=
m

Figure 5.2. Changes in social welfare associated with deviated demand
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The net benefit associated with the HSR line is then given by the total willingness to
pay of the deviated users, that is, area A’ + B’ + D’ + E’, minus the time they invest in
the new mode (area B’). We consider that all other modes are competitive, and their
marginal costs correspond to their respective initial prices. For this reason, the benefits
from deviated demand comes from time savings of those deviated users from mode m
(areas A’ + D’) 16 and resources saved from the operator of this mode (area E’).
Therefore, for the deviated demand of the mode m, we have that the increase in social
welfare (disregarding the HSR operating costs of this deviated demand, that will be
considered latter on) is given by: 17

Note that time savings of deviated users (represented by areas A’ + D’) is different that
(1/ 2)vm (t 0 − t1 ) xdm unless pm = p1.

16

As indicated by Nash (2014), it is not straightforward to estimate the effects on other modes associated
to improving rail services. The consequence is not only traffic diversion but the changes in capacity
usage, external costs and commercial strategies in the other modes. Since many of these effects have
opposite signs, the assumption ‘price equals marginal costs’ just simplifies the analysis, assuming that
most of these consequences cancel out each other.
17
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∆Wd=

1 0
( g m + g 1m ) xdm − vmt1 xdm .
2

(5.2)

The second procedure to identify and measure the welfare effects of a HSR investment
project consists of estimating the changes in the surpluses of all the social agents
involved in this project. This approach is useful to analyse how the social benefits and
costs of the project are distributed across different stakeholders, making transfers
explicit (including taxes and without shadow price adjustments) and providing a first
glance at who wins and who losses as a result of the project. 18 Since all changes in
surpluses are finally added together, the transfers net out and the overall result in terms
of social welfare will be equal to the one obtained through the changes in resources and
willingness to pay approach.
To illustrate this idea, we can use the right panel of Figure 5.1, which represents again
what happens in the rail market. The change in the surplus (ΔCS) of the existing and
new users associated with the reduction in the generalised price from g R0 to g 1R is
respectively given by areas A + B, or the ‘rule of one-half’ (1/ 2)( g R0 − g 1R )( x1R + xR0 ) .
The change in producers’ revenues is defined by areas D + E, or (p1 x1R ) – (p0 xR0 ).
Taxpayers’ surplus (ΔGS) is not represented either. It would include the taxes paid by
users, as the difference between seller and buyer prices, and the taxes paid by producers
over their production factors. Revenues must be therefore computed net of taxes and
transfers between different agents must be now made explicit. The change in workers’
surplus (ΔWS, not represented, and assumed to be zero) would include the adjustments
between what they receive and their private opportunity costs according to their initial
occupation, 19 whereas the externalities should be estimated and quantified through the
changes in the surplus of the rest of society (ΔRS). Therefore, for the existing and
generated demand in the rail markets, we have that the increase in social welfare
(disregarding all investment and operating costs that will be considered latter on) is
given by:

∆WR=

1 0
( g R − g 1R )( x1R + xR0 ) + ( p1 x1R − p 0 xR0 ) .
2

(5.3)

With respect to what happens in other transport markets, Figure 5.2 shows that the
change in deviated users’ surplus is now given by area A’, and the change in HSR
18
The distinction between different agents does not mean that they are the final beneficiaries of the
transport improvement. The existence of fixed factors, such as land, though it does not change the value
of the final result of the project, may completely modify the distribution of the social surplus.
19

See PART I for an in-depth discussion of this idea.
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producer’s revenues by areas D’ + E’, that is, p1 xdm . Under the simplifying assumption
that there is competition in all other modes, the change in their producers’ surpluses is
zero:

∆Wd=

1 0
( g m − g 1m ) xdm + p1 xdm .
2

(5.4)

As expected, both approaches lead to the same result in term of the corresponding
resulting areas, as well as in terms of their analytical expressions: the sum of (5.1) +
(5.2) is equal to (5.3) + (5.4).
The change in the operating and investment costs (not represented in previous figures),
(C0 – C1) completes the total change in social welfare, where C1 corresponds to the
costs of the HSR for existing, generated and deviated demand, and C0 to the (avoided)
costs of conventional train.
It is quite important to note that, when changes in social welfare are measured using the
methodological approach based on changes in the use of resources and in the
willingness to pay, internal payments that represent transfers between different agents
(e.g. access charges paid by operators to infrastructure managers) are cancelled out and
all prices and costs must be then valued at their social opportunity costs. This implies,
for example that costs must be computed net of taxes (when the input supply is perfectly
elastic) and that labour (and other input) costs must be corrected according to their
shadow price, when applicable. 20 Moreover, changes in external costs are also assumed
to be included in (C0 – C1).
Alternatively, when the increase in social welfare is measured using the changes in the
surpluses of different agents, prices for producer surplus must be valued net of taxes,
costs must be computed with taxes and, in general, there is no correction for shadow
pricing. Moreover, changes in external costs are excluded from the producer’s costs and
are included in the rest of society surplus (ΔRS).
Taking into account all these considerations, the change in social welfare measured by
both approaches coincides:

∆W = ∆CS + ∆PS + ∆WS + ∆TS + ∆RS =
= ∆WTP − ∆Resources,

20

See PART I for further details on this issue.
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and they both can be used to calculate the social net present value (NPVS) of the project
by adding the discounted changes in social welfare over the evaluation period (h =
1…T) using the corresponding social discount rate (r):

∆Wh
h .
h = 0 (1 + r )
T

NPVS = ∑

In any case, it should be underlined that once one of the methods is chosen, it is
necessary to be consistent with it: incorrect use of any of them easily leads to double
counting. In most cases the decision depends on the degree of disaggregation of the
available information and, for that reason, the change in willingness to pay and
resources approach is more common in practice. However, the sum of net surpluses
always makes it easier to identify who (in principle) wins and who loses with the
project.
Finally, when only the stream of revenues (px) and producers’ costs (cx) are considered,
from the point of view of producer surplus, the financial profitability of the project is
given by the financial net present value(NPVF):

∆PSh
h ,
h = 0 (1 + rf )
T

NPVF = ∑

where rf represents the financial discount rate.
5.2. The cost-benefit analysis of a new high-speed rail line in practice
In this section we provide a practical illustration of the methodology by evaluating a rail
project consisting in constructing and operating a new high-speed rail line connecting
three large cities (A, C, and D), with one shared intermediate stop at smaller city B. The
total length of the network, 650 kms, can be divided into five (sub)sections, as depicted
in Figure 5.1, {ABC (400 kms), AB (200 kms), BC (200 kms), ABD (500 kms), and BD
(300 kms)}, and there four alternative modes (air transport, buses, cars and conventional
train) that currently provide their services on them. After the construction of the HSR
line, the conventional train services will be discontinued. Infrastructure and HSR
services will be managed and operated by two different companies.
We assume that the construction of subsections AB and BC starts in the beginning of the
year 2020 and lasts 5 years, and therefore the full section ABC starts operating at the
beginning of year 2025. The construction of subsection BD starts in 2025 and takes 3
years, so that the full section ABD is operative at the beginning of 2028. We will
perform an ex ante CBA by estimating the NPVS of this project evaluating all monetary
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magnitudes in euros of 2019, with an evaluation horizon of 50 years (2020-2069) and
using a social discount rate of 3%.
Figure 5.3. Project description: a tale of four cities

The project will be compared against a ‘do-nothing’ alternative, where the described
corridor continues to be served by the four initial modes. To do so we will make the
suitable assumptions about costs and demand parameters, as described below. To the
extent that more reliable or disaggregated information becomes available, it should be
used to replace or complete these assumptions, especially in cases of ex-post CBA.
5.2.1. Assumptions about costs and demand parameters
As described in the previous sections, the costs of building and operating a new HSR
line can be grouped into four major items. First, Infrastructure construction costs, that
include planning and expropriation of land, construction works (including materials and
labour), as well as the construction of stations. Although these values depend on the
specific characteristics of the project (orography, land value, etc.), for the purposes of
the example in this section, we will assume an average construction cost of 15,000,000
euros per km, in line with recent suggestions by UIC (2018). Thus, the total
construction costs of the project (650 kms) amount to 9,750,000,000 euros, that will be
accordingly distributed during the construction years (2020-2027) according to the
following percentages: 10%, 10%, 20%, 20%, 15%, 10%, 10% and 5%. We will assume
that, after 50 years, and due to technical obsolescence, the residual value of the
infrastructure is zero.
Infrastructure operation & maintenance costs are also estimated using an average value
of 100,000 euros per km, once each network section starts operating. Again, this
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average value is in line with UIC (2018) suggestions. It includes several components
(electrification, signalling systems, track characteristics, weather conditions, etc.) that
may vary depending on the intensity of operations and the characteristics of the rolling
stock.
Rolling stock acquisition costs are estimated for this exercise using a unit value of
30,000,000 (in 2019 euros) for a single-model train of 350 seats with an economic life
of 30 years (UIC, 2018). Again, this single model assumption is used for the sake of
simplicity, since there are many trainset alternatives and, of course, different ones can
be combined within the same HSR line. Finally, rolling stock operation & maintenance
costs are estimated as 10,000,000 (in 2019 euros) per train and year, as suggested in
Campos et al. (2009).
We have assumed a constant VAT rate of 20% during all the evaluation horizon for all
the relevant markets. 21 With respect to the shadow price of labour, we have finally
assumed an average value of one, as a weighted estimation of an unemployment
opportunity costs of less than one (as in the shadow wages estimated by Florio et al.,
2011) and a higher than one value for diverted labour from the rest of the economy
(considering the lost value of the marginal productivity of labour in the private sector,
taking into account, for example, indirect taxes or social security contribution paid by
employers), as discussed in PART I. Costs are assumed to grow in real values
according to the real income growth rate, assuming a cost-income elasticity equal to
one. All the annual cost parameter assumptions are finally summarized in the following
table.
Table 5.1. Cost parameters assumptions
Parameter

Value

Unit

15,000,000

€ /km

100,000

€ /km

Rolling stock acquisition costs

30,000,000

€ /train

Rolling stock operation and maintenance costs

10,000,000

€ /train

Infrastructure construction costs
Infrastructure operation and maintenance costs

With regard to the demand parameters, we need an estimate of the total number of users
in the corridor and of the modal split ‘with-the-project’ for each of the five sections
described in Figure 5.3 during each of the years included in the evaluation horizon.
This estimation can be addressed according to different procedures, as described above,
and faces an unavoidable degree of uncertainty. In this example, it would be arbitrary to
21
We have considered that all non-labour costs are national, non-diverted from other economic activities,
and subject to the same indirect tax rate.
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assign any demand volume to the line. On the contrary, it is more informative to reverse
the process and instead of estimating the demand and then the corresponding net present
values of private and social benefits and costs, to calculate the minimum demand that
makes NPVF and NPVS equal to zero and discuss their implications for the project. In
particular, we will calculate the minimum demand requirements corresponding to the
first year of operation in each section and, after that, assume that the demand will grow
at the same rate that real income, with a demand-income elasticity of one. For the
purposes of this exercise, the average real income annual growth rates from 2019 to
2025 have been approached from IMF estimates for the Spanish GDP, whereas for the
rest of the life time of the project we have assumed decreasing rates of demand growth
in order to consider demographic changes and the empirical evidence on existing HSR
lines.
The demand estimation for the HSR line is completed assuming an exogenous modal
split summarized in Table 5.2, where it is considered that air transport services only
operate in sections ABC and ABD (i.e., city B has no airport) and, in subsection AB there
is no diverted demand from the bus.
Table 5.2. HSR demand by origin and section
Section
ABC

Section
ABD

Subsection
AB

…diverted from air transport

30%

40%

0%

0%

0%

…diverted from the bus

10%

10%

0%

10%

10%

…diverted from the car

25%

10%

40%

20%

20%

…diverted from conv. Train

25%

35%

55%

65%

65%

10%

5%

5%

5%

5%

HSR demand

Generated demand

Subsection
BC

Subsection
BD

For each of the five modes (including HSR), Table 5.3 summarizes travel times for
each section, disaggregated into three main components: access/egress time, waiting
time and in-vehicle time. The different values of travel time have been calculating for
each mode using HEATCO (2006) values and assuming different travel motive
distributions (between business, commuting and other motives) in the long sections
(ABC + ABD) and in the shorter ones (AB + BC + BD). We have also assumed waiting
times of 20 minutes for all modes (40 minutes for air transport), access/egress times of
40 minutes (ABC + ABD) and 30 minutes (AB + BC + BD), with 75 minutes for air
transport. In the case of car, we have assumed these times to be zero. These values,
summarized in Table 5.4, will be used to calculate time savings. According to European
Commission (2015), a waiting time and an access/egress value of time correction factor
of 1.5 with respect to in-vehicle time has been assumed, as well as that these values
grow over time according to the evolution of real income, with an elasticity of 0.5.
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Table 5.3. Travel time by mode and section
(in hours)
HSR
Access/egress time
Waiting time
In-vehicle time
Air transport
Access/egress time
Waiting time
In-vehicle time
Bus
Access/egress time
Waiting time
In-vehicle time
Car
Access/egress time
Waiting time
In-vehicle time
Conventional train
Access/egress time
Waiting time
In-vehicle time

Section
ABC

Section
ABD

Subsection
AB

Subsection
BC

Subsection
BD

0.66
0.33
1.80

0.66
0.33
2.37

0.50
0.33
0.90

0.50
0.33
0.92

0.50
0.33
1.53

1.25
0.66
1.08

1.25
0.66
1.42

-

-

-

0.66
0.33
4.25

0.66
0.33
5.00

0.50
0.33
-

0.50
0.33
3.25

0.50
0.33
2.75

0
0
3.52

0
0
4.00

0
0
1.73

0
0
2.27

0
0
3.23

0.66
0.33
4.00

0.66
0.33
5.00

0.50
0.33
2.00

0.50
0.33
2.00

0.50
0.33
3.00

Table 5.4. Value of travel time by mode
(in euros 2019 per hour)
Sections
Air transport
Bus
Car
Conventional train

In-vehicle time
ABC
AB BC
BD
ABD
30.96
9.53
15.90
15.90

–
10.07
17.98
17.98

Access/egress time
ABC
AB BC
BD
ABD
46.44
14.30
23.85
23.85

–
15.10
26.97
26.97

Waiting time
ABC
AB BC
BD
ABD
46.44
–
14.30
15.10
23.85
26.97
23.85
26.97

In order to complete the basic assumptions of the model we need to estimate prices and
unit costs for each of the modes and sections of the network. In the first case, as showed
in Table 5.5, we have relied on assuming a single exogenous (average) monetary price
for each air transport, bus, and rail passenger compatible with real projects on
comparable distance. In the case of car users, however, the estimation operating costs
has followed a more disaggregated approach, taking into account its components (in
terms of fuel, lubricants, repairs, insurance, and so on), the fact that some of these face
different taxes (for example, fuel), and the average number of occupants (1.7). For the
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remaining unit avoidable costs, we have simply converted them into shadow prices
assuming a tax rate of 10%, as showed in the table. The resulting values are comparable
to real examples in the Spanish case (see Betancor and Llobet, 2015).
Table 5.5. Prices and unit costs by mode and section
(in euros 2019 per
passenger-trip)
Prices
HSR
Plane
Bus
Car
Conventional train
Avoidable unit costs
HSR
Plane
Bus
Car
Conventional train

Section
ABC

Section
ABD

Subsection
AB

Subsection
BC

Subsection
BD

40.00
100.00
30.00
62.45
30.00

40.00
100.00
35.00
74.95
30.00

20.00
30.34
15.00

20.00
18.00
35.69
15.00

20.00
20.00
53.53
15.00

90.00
27.00
43.37
27.00

90.00
31.50
52.04
27.00

21.07
13.50

16.20
24.78
13.50

18.00
37.17
13.50

5.2.2. Benefits and costs calculations
Once the main parameters of the evaluation have been stated, in this section we briefly
describe the methodology used to calculate the benefits and costs to be used in the
CBA. As described in expressions (5.1) and (5.2) above, the approach based in the
changes in resources and in the willingness to pay of new users allows us to obtain – for
each section and year – the following benefits:
1.

…the money value of time savings for conventional train users and for deviated
passengers (from air transport, bus and car). These savings are calculated with
respect to HSR travel time, adding the changes in access/egress time, waiting time
and in-vehicle time, according to Table 5.3. The corresponding values of time are
those in Table 5.4, which are assumed to grow over the evaluation horizon
according to the variation of real income,

2.

…the savings in operating costs associated with conventional train users and
deviated demand from other modes, multiplying the corresponding traffic figures
by the unit costs,

3.

…the willingness to pay for the new services of generated traffic (net of
resources), according to the generalized prices (g) per mode and section for each
year. Thus, for mode m, this is given by
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g m0 = pm + access vm ⋅ access tm + wait vm ⋅ wait tm + in vm ⋅ intm ,
for the ‘without-the-project’ situation, where pm represents the monetary price of
the initial mode, and the other components represent the value of access, waiting
and in-vehicle time, respectively.
For the ‘with-the-project’ case, the corresponding definition would be:

g 1m =p1 + access vm ⋅ accesst1 + wait vm ⋅ wait t1 + in vm ⋅ int1 ,
where prices are expressed without taxes.
With respect to the costs, the annual investment (net of taxes) is obtained by distributing
the total investment during the construction period. A similar tax correction should be
performed to obtain the annual infrastructure operating and maintenance costs, which
are calculated by multiplying the unit costs by the number of kilometres in operation
each year.
In order to determine rolling stock costs, the number of trains bought every year and the
size of the fleet must be first calculated. To do so, we first obtain the daily demand (one
way) for the whole network (assuming 365 days of operation) and then the number of
required daily services, given by

DS =

Daily demand
,
Seats × Load factor

where the (target) load factor (defined as the ratio of seats-km over passenger-km) is set
at 70% on average. Assuming a maximum of 16 hours of operation per day, the
(minimum) number of required trains to meet the demand results from

=
Trains

2 × (t HSR + tST )
⋅ DS ,
16

where tHSR represents the total travel time in the section (that is, only in section ABC
until 2027, and the average of network sections ABC and ABD from 2028 onwards) and
tST is the time between trains (e.g. 0.5 hours). The number of trains obtained from the
previous expression defines a basic service. Both contingency factors (to avoid
disruptions due to breakdowns or periodical maintenance) and the existence of technical
limits (for example, a maximum number of kms for train and year) imply that the final
number of trains could be larger. We assume that they are bought the year they are
needed and replaced when they reach their maximum economic life of 30 years. Once
the number of trains is known, the acquisition and operation and maintenance costs are
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calculated straightforwardly from the references in Table 5.1, although their values
should be corrected (shadow prices).
Alternatively, when social benefits and costs are calculated using the methodological
approach based in the social agents’ surpluses, the changes in users’ surplus for each
network section and year must be obtained using expressions (5.3) and (5.4) for existing
and deviated demand, respectively, using tax-included prices. Although these tax
revenues are then attributed to taxpayers’ surpluses and are cancelled out when all the
benefits and costs are aggregated, the separation into different groups allows us to
identify the supposed gains and losses of each group. With respect to changes in
producers’ surpluses, they have been assumed to be zero in all alternative (competitive)
transport modes. In the case of rail, they are calculated by the difference between the
new revenues for the HSR operator (from the deviated and generated demand) minus
the acquisition, operation and maintenance costs of the rolling stock and minus the
access charges (which represent a cost for the operator). For the infrastructure manager,
its surplus is given by these revenues (the access charges) minus the infrastructure
investment and operation costs. In both approaches, external costs savings have been
also calculated just considering accident costs savings and congestion costs savings, as
described in detail below.
5.2.3. Financial evaluation
Suppose first that we conduct a financial evaluation of this HSR project from the point
of view of the rail infrastructure and HSR service operators. In that case, the NPVF
expressed in 2019 euros is defined as:
NPVF =

∆PS hINFRASTRUCTURE + ∆PS hSERVICES
,
(1 + rf ) h − 2019
h = 2020
2069

∑

(5.5)

where rf is the financial rate of discount (in this case, 4% according to European
Commission, 2015). According to the assumptions and parameters already defined,
what we are interested at is the value of the initial demand x1, such that NPVF (x1) = 0. 22
This value can be estimated using a spreadsheet to calculate the elements in expression
(5.5) and the resulting minimum demand is approximately 54.4 million passenger-trips.
In this case, as showed in Table 5.6, the producer surplus of the HSR operator would be
negative, but the surplus of the infrastructure manager (net of investment costs) would
be positive and compensate it.

22
We estimate the total demand of the network in the initial year (that is, 2025 for section ABC and 2028
for section ABD) and distribute it across modes according to the exogenous modal split.
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Table 5.6. Financial evaluation: a first result
Actual values in euros 2019
-34,440,947,505 €
42,750,057,045 €
-8,309,109,779 €

Δ Producer surplus (HSR operator)
Δ Producer surplus (Infrastructure manager)
Δ Producer surplus (Infrastructure manager)*
MINIMUM DEMAND FOR NPVF = 0

54,469,202 passenger-trips

* Only investment costs

Note that, since it only includes the surpluses of the rail operators, this result can be
interpreted as the financial result from the point of view of private investors or, even
from the viewpoint of the public sector when both producers are public firms (although
vertically unbundled). However, in this latter case, it may be also useful for the
Government to evaluate the project including taxpayers’ surpluses, in order to assess the
full impact on public finances. In this case, the expression to evaluate becomes

NPVF =

∆PShINFRASTRUCTURE + ∆PShSERVICES + ∆GSh
,
∑
(1 + rf ) h − 2019
h = 2020
2069

(5.6)

and the resulting minimum demand for the first is much higher, well above 137.3
million passenger-trips This is due to the fact that the loss of taxpayers’ surplus is
increasing in the number of trips.
5.2.4. Economic evaluation
We now turn to the calculation of the NPVS, which is defined as:

NPVS =

∆Wh
h − 2019 ,
h = 2020 (1 + r )
2069

∑

(5.7)

with a social rate of discount of 3% (according to European Commission, 2015). As
discussed, the changes in social welfare can be defined via the changes in resources and
willingness to pay or via the changes in the surpluses of the relevant social agents, both
approaches yielding the same result.
In both cases, the minimum demand for the first year of operation that makes expression
(5.7) equal to zero is approximately 6,001,182 passenger-trips, that is, approximately
11% of the minimum demand required in Table 5.6. As summarized in Tables 5.7 and
5.8, with this demand value, the largest benefits of this project arise from cost savings
associated with deviated demand (particularly in the case of air transport and car users),
whereas the highest costs (apart from investment) correspond to rolling stock operation
and maintenance. From the point of view of surpluses, users deviated from air transport
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benefit most from the project, as well as the infrastructure manager before considering
the investment costs. External costs savings (which corresponds to changes in the
surplus of the rest of the society) are positive and have been calculated using per passkm rates obtained from European Commission (2019).
Table 5.7. Economic evaluation: the change in resources and willingness to pay approach
Actual values in euros 2019
3,131,206,209 €
-1,484,147,794 €
425,945,864 €
-501,613,889 €
1,854,227,942 €
6,834,240,236 €
657,099,380 €
2,119,777,856 €
1,028,366,340 €
-7,256,275,030 €
-1,455,372,473 €
-721,694,057 €
-6,456,384,354 €
1,824,622,560 €

Time savings (conventional train existing users)
Time savings (deviated from air transport)
Time savings (deviated from bus)
Time savings (deviated from car)
Costs savings (conventional train existing users)
Costs savings (deviated from air transport)
Costs savings (deviated from bus)
Costs savings (deviated from car)
Willingness to pay (generated demand)
Investment
Infrastructure maintenance costs
Rolling stock acquisition costs
Rolling stock operation and maintenance costs
External cost savings
MINIMUM DEMAND FOR NPVS = 0

6,001,182 passenger-trips

Table 5.8. Economic evaluation: the change in surpluses approach
Actual values in euros 2019
2,444,455,119 €
3,072,012,364 €
237,492,710 €
663,206,368 €
321,129,124 €
-5,088,632,356 €
4,563,104,227 €
-8,638,422,655 €
0€
0€
0€
0€
601,031,329 €
1,824,622,560 €

Δ Users surplus (conventional train)
Δ Users surplus (air transport)
Δ Users surplus (bus)
Δ Users surplus (car)
Δ Users surplus (generated traffic)
Δ Producer surplus (HSR operator)
Δ Producer surplus (Infrastructure manager)
Δ Producer surplus (Infrastructure manager)*
Δ Producer surplus (conventional train)
Δ Producer surplus (air transport)
Δ Producer surplus (bus)
Δ Producer surplus (car)
Δ Taxpayer surplus
Δ Rest of society surplus
MINIMUM DEMAND FOR NPVS = 0
* Only includes investment costs.
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6,001,182 passenger-trips

6. COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS OF SUBURBAN RAIL PROJECTS
Although suburban rail transport has become a fundamental element for addressing the
mobility needs of residents and visitors in large metropolitan areas, there are no
particular rules or differentiated criteria for the CBA of this type of transport projects. In
most European countries these services are still provided by public monopolies, with
subsidized prices, although there are services (for example, lines connecting airports to
city centres) that are provided by private operators. 23 The main difference of these
projects with respect to, for example HSR projects, probably arises from the fact that
transport demand in most suburban contexts is met by a network of different modes
(conventional rail, metro, tram and buses) in coordination and/or competition not only
among themselves, but also with private transport, taxis and other emerging mobility
platforms (ride-sharing services, for-hire vehicles, etc.). The existence of these ‘network
effects’ implies that suburban rail projects must be assessed in connection with the
related markets, taking explicitly into account the changes that the project introduces on
the travel patterns and modal decisions of the users, as well as other indirect effects in
the overall metropolitan area.
6.1. Time savings, accessibility and congestion effects in suburban rail projects
As with other transport projects, one of the main gains associated with improved
suburban rail infrastructure, or with better suburban rail services is the saving of travel
time. This social improvement appears first in relation to existing rail users, who can
benefit from reduced in-vehicle travel time (as discussed in Section 5.1) when faster
services are introduced. However, a second feature of scheduled rail services provided
in network areas is the reduction of users’ average waiting time when the frequency
(e.g. trains per hour) of services increases as the number of users does. This is the socalled ‘Mohring effect’, which is a positive externality, whose economic value should
be quantified in the project assessment. Finally, a third source of total time savings for
existing users may be also associated with building new stations or improving their
accessibility elements (for example, enlarging parking facilities). In this case, it is
access/egress time what is reduced for existing users.
When analysing accessibility gains in suburban rail projects, it is important not to
double count or miscalculate them into other additional benefits. Accessibility refers to
the capacity of being reached or accessed by various transportation modes, and changes
in accessibility may result into one of the key direct impacts of these projects. However,

23
In Spain, suburban rail services are operated both by the public national operator (Renfe) and by other
operators under the control of regional governments. Infrastructure management corresponds to ADIF.
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and depending on the specific focus of the analysis, most of the economic benefits
associated with accessibility improvements are captured via reductions in travel time
(due to lower waiting or access times, shorten paths or reduced journeys). Sometimes
broader network indicators in terms of the number of available travel options (per day or
as the total number of combinations between origins and destinations) may be also used,
but they often reflect similar effects. In any case, the evaluation of accessibility changes
due to a rail project should not only focus on the total amount of travel time savings but
also on whether the changes are balanced or not among different areas. For example,
most studies suggest that intercity accessibility improves (due to travel time savings)
after the building new suburban stations or extending/enhancing existing commuter
lines, but in some other cases the impacts are restricted only to larger and/or most
saturated areas.
Regarding suburban rail users deviated from alternative transport modes (particularly
those diverted from road transport), the value of their time savings (and in fact, the
changes in their generalized prices) is calculated in the same way as discussed in Figure
5.2 with no specific new features associated with the CBA general methodology.
However, of particular interest in many rail transport projects in metropolitan areas are
their effects on road congestion which, in fact constitute one of the targets of rail
investments. Congestion typically appears in the road network of urban and suburban
areas as the number of infrastructure users increases and vehicles are progressively
delayed when travelling. Slower average speeds and longer queues increase users’ travel
time and their generalised price, reducing social welfare.
Congestion costs may be reduced when road users change to improved alternative
modes, such as new stations or links built for suburban rail. This cost reduction may be
temporal or last for few years if road demand continues to grow or if new road users are
generated when driving conditions improve. The benefits for the road users due to the
project can be estimated as we do with the rest of indirect effects in secondary markets.
When the price is equal to the marginal cost (the free flow situation) there is no
additional benefit beyond the direct benefits measured in the primary market. However,
when there is congestion and the social marginal cost is above the private marginal cost,
the reduction of the congestion externality is an additional benefit of the rail project.
The measurement of these indirect benefits is illustrated in Figure 6.1, where – for a
given transport corridor – the horizontal axis represents the modal distribution of the
total number of users each year (xt) in two alternative transport modes. Road traffic is
measured from left to right (and x0 is the number of road car users ‘without-theproject’), whereas from right to left, x – x0 is the initial number of rail users. When the
traffic flow is lower than the free flow capacity, vehicles’ speed is not affected by their
mutual interaction, and the average cost of a typical road user (ACroad) is constant.
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However, once the capacity limit is reached, congestion appears and each additional
user imposes additional time to all the remaining road users; as a consequence, the
marginal cost is above the average cost, and both are increasing (MCroad > ACroad). On
the other hand, there is no congestion for rail users, whose average cost (‘without-theproject’, AC0rail) remains constant and equal to the rail marginal cost. The modal
equilibrium is initially reached in x0, where the users’ unit costs are equal for both
modes.
Figure 6.1. Measurement of changes in road congestion costs

€

MCroad

ACroad
E

0
ACrail

A

0

1

ACrail

x1

x0

x

Rail traffic

Road traffic

Total traffic (xt)

Consider now the implementation of a suburban project (e.g. a new link that shortens
travel time), reducing travel time (and all the rail user’s unit costs) from AC0rail to
AC1rail. The new modal equilibrium is now defined by x1, where x1 – x0 represents road
users deviated to the train. Let us discuss the gains due to the rail project.
The indirect effect of the reduction of road congestion for the remaining users of the
road is the time saving benefits relative to the initial situation (area A in the figure). 24
These benefits are equivalent to the reduction of the externality represented by area E.

Note that congestion costs are calculated in Figure 6.1 by comparing two equilibria, none of which is
an optimal situation. Furthermore, we assume for illustration purposes a fix matrix approach where the
total number of users (xt) does not change with the reduction of the generalized costs. Otherwise, the rule
of a half applies for the new users of the road.
24
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6.2. Wider economic benefits and suburban rail projects 25
The conventional CBA of transport improvements, based on the measurement of the
user benefits in the primary market, is enough under the assumption of perfect
competition in the rest of the economy, but it is inadequate when prices are not equal to
marginal costs in secondary markets.
The inclusion of indirect effects in secondary markets linked to the primary market by
relations of complementarity or substitutability should be included in the evaluation
whenever there are distortions in the secondary markets and the cross elasticities are not
zero. The final effect on the net present value of the projects could be positive or
negative, and in practice the majority of the national and international CBA overlook
the indirect effects or recommend to concentrate in those secondary market with a
higher connection with the primary market, as long as price is significantly different
from marginal cost.
In the case of suburban transport projects, there are other effects (not necessarily absent
in intercity services) related to the change in proximity. They are the so-called WEB
and they could be significant in some contexts. There are two types of WEB, both of
them related to the spatial context of transport projects. The first one is connected to the
value of proximity (WEB I) and the second one is related to the value of induced private
investment and land-use change (WEB II).
The evaluation of WEB for rail transport projects first appeared in the research of
Anthony Venables and Dan Graham within the economic assessment of the Crossrail
project. 26 In a recent CBA workshop on the assessment of large-cross border transport
projects organized by the Innovation and Networks Executive Agency (INEA) of the
European Commission, Prof. Venables presented the main ideas about the rationale of
the WEB: 27
A perception exists that for some specific projects (Crossrail was one the most
prominent cases) there is a large gap between the strategic case and the results of the
This section draws on Graham (2007), de Rus (2010), and the presentation by A. Venables at the CBA
Workshop on the Assessment of Large-Cross Border Transport Projects given at the Innovation and
Networks Executive Agency (INEA), of the European Commission in Brussels, June 28th, 2019 (see
ec.europa.eu/inea/. For a more detailed explanation of the WEB and their measurement see PART I
(Section 7).
25

Crossrail is a large investment program to reconfigure London suburban rail network running direct
rail services between Reading and Heathrow Airport at the western ends of the railway, to Shenfield in
Essex and Abbey Wood in south-east London at the eastern ends.
26

This is the summary by INEA of the presentation of Anthony Venables in the CBA Workshop on the
assessment of large-cross border transport projects, with a further explanation of the economies of
agglomeration.
27
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CBA, with a sort of empty intersection in-between; in such cases it is therefore difficult
to reconcile the political or strategic narrative of a project and the numeric outcomes of
the CBA.
CBA has been around for years, especially for transport, and it is based on a wellestablished methodology, which is largely based on the concept of economic
equilibrium (general or partial). However, transport is related to spatial and land use
distribution, and it is known that spatial equilibria are not efficient, and this may not be
fully reflected in standard CBAs; this opens the case for using empirical evidences and
research results in the field of spatial economy/geography.
According to the approach adopted in the UK, in addition to the “User-benefits” (time
and direct costs on trips undertaken or created – primary market), traditionally included
in standard CBA practices, two types of WEB in secondary markets are considered,
which both relates to the spatial context of the project: the “value of proximity” (WEB
I) and the “value of induced private investment and land-use change” (WEB II).
These two types of impacts are strictly related to what may be call “spatial context”:
•

Economic activity is spatially uneven: the real economy is characterised by high
spatial unevenness, such as the disparities between densely populated
manufacturing areas and thinly populated farm regions, between congested cities
and peripheral rural areas; this cannot be the result of inherent differences
between locations but rather the outcome of some sort of cumulative processes,
necessarily involving some form of increasing returns, whereby geographic
concentration can be self-reinforcing. In this sense, it is the opposite of “backyard
capitalism", in which each household or small group produces most items for
itself;

•

Proximity raises productivity, based on classical mechanism such as scale and
specialisation; specialisation leads to productivity and specialisation is easier in
large agglomerations. There is large evidence supporting this relationship, that
really goes beyond simple correlation and rather points to causality. Elasticity of
productivity with respect of measures of “economic mass” (GDP, population,
employment) is in range 0.03 – 0.1. This means that productivity in a city of 5
million inhabitants is 25% higher than the ones associated with a city of 200,000
inhabitants;

•

Market failures: spatial equilibrium is not efficient. Two issues are worth
mentioning: ‘technological externalities’ (e.g. knowledge spillovers) and
‘pecuniary externalities’ (e.g. investors cannot capture all benefit of investment,
because this goes to someone else);
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•

Coordination failure. Again, two issues are worth mentioning: ‘First-mover
problem’ (nobody wants to invest in a place because nobody is investing there)
and ‘low level equilibrium trap’ (low income levels do not allow for investments,
and this results in turn in low economic growth).

Having in mind the above mechanisms related to the spatial context, the two type of
WEB that may be generated by transport projects can be described as follow:
WEB I (Proximity and productivity): the key mechanism is that transport improvement
raises access to economic mass and increased access to economic mass raises
productivity. Productivity increase applies to everyone in the affected place and not just
to the travellers. The assessment of WEB I is based on robust empirical evidences, and
relatively standard methodology and parameters (not much context-specific), hence it is
easy to implement, but it still needs imposing disciplined methodology: for instance, it
applies only within a limited spatial range (related to labour market and commuting
range), and the effects are different depending on the economic sectors (i.e. finance and
hi-tech are more sensitive to proximity).
Agglomeration economies are in fact a positive externality that firms generate when
they locate close to other firms. If productivity increases with the density of firms in an
area, productivity depends on the location decision of each firm. A company, when
deciding where to install the plant, takes into account its own benefits but not the
increase in the profits of other firms.
The benefits of time savings of a transport project are valued by the firms, which now
change the location and increase the density of firms in a city or an industrial park (as
measured by the derived demand function), but would be lower than the increases in
productivity enjoyed by all the firms. Following the same reasoning, the reduction in the
density of firms in the area where the companies were initially located reduces
productivity and therefore it is a negative effect that must be accounted for.
There are several reasons explaining why firms in areas with a higher firm density are
more productive, and why firms choose these locations despite the higher labour and
land costs among other drawbacks. These reasons include access to wider markets, the
availability of a more specialized labour market that matches the needs of firms, and the
access to technologies and the production processes of firms in the area.
A project that reduces transport costs may also induce an increase in the concentration
of jobs in an area where there are economies of agglomeration by reducing the cost of
commuting for workers who, with the project, are now more willing to move to the city
or the industrial park. However, the opposite might also occur if the reduction in
transport costs encourages the dispersion of economic activity. For an urban project that
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reduces the costs of travel within the city it is more likely that the positive effect will
dominate, while for an intercity transport project the possibility that the dispersion will
increase cannot be ruled out, depending on a set of local factors such as land prices,
wage differences between areas, and so on (see Duranton and Puga, 2004; Graham,
2007; Venables, 2007).
Productivity gains arising from economies of agglomeration result because productivity
is non-constant with respect to city size and this means that the increase in labour
density in the city thanks to the transport improvement increases the average
productivity in the city. The new equilibrium with more workers moving to the city to
work after the transport improvement is a consequence of the additional gains for the
workers. It is worth mentioning, that those gains are net of taxes and hence the tax
revenues are also productivity gains and have to be included in the economic evaluation
of the project.
WEB II (Induced private investment and land-use change): The second category of
WEB relates to welfare changes due to land use-changes. Assessing this second
category of benefits is more complex than for WEB I. It is necessary to refer to the two
basic steps required for the assessment of any benefits in a CBA: What are the quantity
changes? What is their social value?
•

Valuation. Assigning the social value requires understanding the underlying
impacts of changes induced by increased accessibility: a) further proximity and
productivity effects (if transport enables clustering of economic activities); b)
interaction with other labour market distortions (for instance, enabling commuting
to more productive jobs – in this case the benefit is not the entire additional wage;
c) interaction with distortions created by non-marginal changes (if an induced
private investment changes prices or wages that are not captured by the investors
himself);

•

Quantity. There is an inherent difficulty in establishing quantity changes. This
strongly depends on context (easy for Crossrail, very hard for HS2), as there are
issues in econometric evidence, which might require specific modelling tools
(LUTI – Land Use and Transport Integrated Models and/or SCGE - Spatial
Computational Equilibrium models). The evaluation of WEB II also need to avoid
issues related to displacement: if there is no change in the supply of labour at the
national level, increased employment in one firm, locality or region will be at the
expense of others, and net effect might arise only due to increase in productivity.

Some of the key lessons-learned from the experience in the UK are that the WEB
approach provides a good attempt for capturing important aspects of reality based on a
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rigorous approach. However, the experience also shows that this approach has
sometimes been used too mechanically, without substantiating it with a convincing
justification: to be relevant, the approach needs to be supported by a convincing
narrative.
Several general principles for incorporating the assessment of WEB in the framework of
a territorial/place-based policy:
•

Narrative: There should be a clear narrative of the main problem(s) that policy is
intended to address and the key market failure(s) that motivate the
project/initiative;

•

Transparency: The mechanisms underpinning both the quantity changes and their
social value should be clear and explained in a manner that enables the key
magnitudes to be understood from straightforward back-of-the-envelope
calculation;

•

Sensitivity: There should be analysis of the dependence of the quantity effects and
their valuation on key assumptions about the economic environment. Scenarios
outlining the quantitative importance of failure of these assumptions should be
outlined;

•

Complementary policies: There should be a thorough consideration of
complementary measures that are needed for a successful implementation of a
project;

•

Alternatives: Any project should make a strong case that provides the most costeffective way to solve the main problem(s) described in the narrative.

6.3. The cost-benefit analysis of a suburban rail project in practice
In this section we finally provide a practical illustration of some of the main issues
discussed with respect to the CBA of suburban rail projects. Again, we will use a very
stylized example and focus only on the critical elements when assessing these rail
projects.
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Figure 6.2. Project description: a new rail link (stations and distances)

In particular, as depicted in Figure 6.2, consider a metropolitan region which is
currently served by a non-saturated rail network that includes (among others) three
stations A, B and C. The only mobility alternative in this area is road transport (by
private cars) and the project under assessment consists in constructing and connecting
two new stations (depicted as A’ and B’ in the figure) which reduces access/egress time
for nearby residents, simultaneously increasing frequencies (by reducing average
waiting times due to the ‘Mohring effect’) and shortening the travel path between A and
B (which in turn reduces in-vehicle travel time), without affecting monetary prices. One
of the major objectives of this project is to deviate users from the road network to
alleviate existing congestion problems. The counterfactual alternative is a ‘do-nothing’
scenario (where congestion would increase when traffic increases over time, due to the
increase in economic activity).
We will perform the ex-ante social CBA of this project following the change in
resources and willingness to pay methodology and assuming – to simplify calculations –
that all prices reflect their social opportunity costs (except in the road alternative) and
that freight transport is not affected by the project. We will consider that the total
investment on infrastructure (including planning and constructing the new stations and
tracks, auxiliary buildings and all the signalling and communications systems) is €110
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million in 2019 monetary values, distributed over two years (2020-2021), and the new
services will start operating at the beginning of 2022. The evaluation horizon will be 50
years (from 2020 to 2069) and the residual value of the infrastructure is zero. We will
also assume that there is a single public rail operator and only incremental costs – both
in terms of the acquisition of new trains and the operation and maintenance of the new
infrastructure and rolling stock – will be relevant from the point of view of the
socioeconomic assessment of this project.
From the demand side, in this example we consider that a complete demand forecasting
model is available for the decision-maker. In particular, and departing from available
data on existing rail users and current road traffic counts, the model allows us to
estimate the number of new rail users after the project (generated demand) and those
that will switch from road to railways due to the project in each of the sections of the
network (deviated demand). This modal distribution will be estimated for the first year
of the operation of the new infrastructure (2022) and it will be assumed to grow
according the GDP projections. The demand analysis can be performed by
distinguishing, for each year, five demand groups: existing rail users (those in sections
A–B, B–C and A–C that were initially travelling by rail): existing road users, new or
generated (rail) demand, (rail) demand deviated from road and final road users (which
will be important to determine the effects associated to congestion reduction). Our
calculations will be particularly based on an initial figure of 2.000.000 rail passengertrips at the starting year of operations, and 150.000 daily vehicles in the entire road
network of this metropolitan region. 28
With regard to travel time, we have assumed an average commercial speed of 120
kms/h in the case of railways, and the corresponding in-vehicle times (including time at
intermediate stops) for all the suburban routes are summarized in Figure 6.3. Notice
that we should add to the in-vehicle time the time spent at intermediate stops (3
minutes) when applicable, and consider that – on average – access/egress time to
existing rail stations is 0.3 hours (18 minutes), but it reduces to 0.2 hours for the new
stations (A’, B’), due to increased accessibility. For an average rail user, the waiting
time at the rail station before boarding his train is 0.10 hours (6 minutes) ‘without-theproject’, but it is shortened by 50% after 2022. This will be due to the ‘Mohring effect’,

We exogenously consider that 10% of the initial rail users travel from stations A to C, 60% between A
and B, and the remaining 30%, between B and C. The road traffic distribution is also exogenous, although
in a real case, the demand for each section should be specifically estimated. Generated demand is
estimated as a 3% of existing traffic, whereas deviated demand is calculated using a 10% coefficient.
These particular values will be later discussed in the risk analysis.
28
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since an (expected) increase in demand will make the rail services provider increase the
frequency, thus reducing the waiting time. 29
Figure 6.3. In-vehicle travel time (including time at intermediate stops) by rail in all
suburban routes

On the other hand, calculating travel time for road users is not so straightforward, since
it requires explicitly modelling the effects of congestion (reduction). As discussed
above, congestion appears when the number of users progressively increase beyond the
infrastructure ‘capacity level’. The factors that determine this upper limit depend on the
basic design of the infrastructure, its physical characteristics and the traffic composition.
In this example we will simplify the practical definition of congestion in the following
way: there will be no congestion if the total daily demand in the road network is below
135,000 vehicles/day; there will be ‘some congestion’ if the demand is between 135,000
and 150,000 vehicles/day, and there will be ‘severe congestion’ above that threshold.
The corresponding average speed for each case will be 80 km/h, 70 km/h and 60 km/h,

We assume that for sections A–B and B–C total travel time does not change with the project: savings in
waiting time are compensated by the increase in ‘in-vehicle’ time (due to the addition of a new stop at the
intermediate station). However, note that the value of time applied to these changes may differ.

29
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respectively. Figure 6.4 summarizes the evolution and distribution of the rail and road
demand estimates between 2022 and 2069.
Figure 6.4. Demand estimates for the suburban rail project by sections
Rail demand

Road demand

From the cost side, apart from the described investment costs, we have calculated the
incremental operating and maintenance costs for infrastructures and services by
departing from the initial values of 7.0 and 8.0 euros per train-km, respectively, and
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assuming that the number of trains that need to be purchased are calculated from the
number of additional required services ‘with’ and ‘without’ the project. 30
Taking into account all these elements, and using a similar approach as that described in
Section 5.2, it is immediate to identify the main social benefits and costs from this
project as the following ones:
1.

For existing rail users in sections A–B, B–C and A–C, the value of their travel
time savings each year is given by
access

vR ( accesst R0 − accesst1R ) xR0 + wait vR ( wait t R0 − wait t1R ) xR0 + in v( int R0 − int1R ) xR0 ,

(6.1)

where the first summand is equal to zero because there are no changes in
access/egress time, the second summand is positive (‘Mohring effect’) and the
third is negative (due to an additional stop). 31
2.

For generated rail users in all sections and each year, their willingness to pay can
be calculated as discussed in Figure 5.1, as:

1 0 1
1
1
0
 2 ( g R + g R ) − vR t R  ( xR − xR ),

(6.2)

where g is the corresponding generalized price, ( x1R − xR0 ) represents the generated
demand, and the term vR t1R can be disaggregated as in (6.1).
3.

For rail users deviated from road, their travel time savings have been calculated
for each section and year using the same approach discussed in Figure 5.2. 32 The
benefits from deviated demand comes from time savings of those deviated users
from the road transport (areas A’ + D’) and resources saved from this mode (area
E’). Therefore, for the deviated demand of the road transport, we have that the
increase in social welfare (disregarding the rail operating costs of this deviated
demand, that will be considered latter on) is given by:

∆Wd=

1 0
( g m + g 1m ) xdm − vmt1 xdm ,
2

(6.3)

30
The (incremental) number of trains has been calculated following the same steps described in Section
5.2, assuming a unit acquisition cost of €10.000.000 for a 360-seats train. An average load factor of 80%
has been assumed.
31
All values of time are expressed in euros 2019, and have been updated from HEATCO (2006),
assuming similar values to those used in Section 5.2.
32

In section A’B’ we consider that users were travelling by road from A’ to B’ via B, before the project.
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where the subscript m corresponds to the road transport.
4.

For users remaining at the road after the project, the value of their travel time
savings is associated with congestion reduction when road traffic flow decreases,
which can be simply calculated as:

vm (tm0 − tm1 ) x1m ,

(6.4)

where the subscript m corresponds to the road transport, x1m denotes the
remaining road users, and vm is the average value of travel time for road users.
5.

From the point of view of the provision of the new infrastructure and services, the
incremental costs associated to this project include the investment costs (I), the
acquisition costs of the new trains (Ca), and the incremental changes in
maintenance and operating costs, as defined by:

− I − Ca − (CR0 − CR1 ) .

(6.5)

By adding expressions (6.1) to (6.5) it is finally possible to obtain the total change in
social welfare (ΔWh) associated with this project for each of the years included in the
evaluation horizon. The NPVS is then given by

NPVS =

∆Wh
2020 − h ,
h = 2019 (1 + r )
2069

∑

and the corresponding result is positive as summarized in Table 6.1. In this example, all
the values of time savings are large enough to compensate the social costs of the new
infrastructure and services, and – therefore – the project should be carried out from the
point of view of its net contribution to social welfare.
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Table 6.1. Economic evaluation of the suburban rail project
Time savings (existing rail users)
Willingness to pay (generated rail users)
Time savings (rail users deviated from road)
Avoided costs (rail users deviated from road)
Time savings (road users, due to lower congestion)
Investment cost
Rolling stock acquisition costs
Infrastructure operation and maintenance costs
Services operation and maintenance costs

NPVS

Actual values in euros 2019
74,326,056.84 €
177,740,026.85 €
-3,015,060,410.90 €
5,314,451,507.11 €
1,565,125,398.66 €
-105,212,555.38 €
-79,488,806.81 €
-707,321,021.11 €
-808,366,881.27 €
2,416,193,313 €

It is immediate to note, as showed in Table 6.1, that most of the benefits of this projects
are obtained from the avoided costs and net value of time savings of deviated users (in
particular those in section A–A’ and A–B, although not separately represented) and the
gains from reduced congestion are also important. Interestingly, these gains concentrate
in the first years of operation of the project since, as the traffic increases over time,
congestion is also increased again. With regard to the costs, the largest shares
correspond to operation and maintenance, which increase with the number of train-km.
Other external costs (apart from congestion), have not been included in this example.
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Figure 6.5. Evolution of social benefits and costs
Benefits

Costs
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We have neither considered an explicit analysis of WEB in this example, although their
discussion should follow the patterns described in Section 6.2. However, to conclude
the evaluation, we can perform a brief risk analysis by identifying and modelling the
key variables whose associated uncertainty may affect most the NPVS results. In
particular, following the procedures described in detail in PART I, we may assume that
the sensitivity analysis in this case allows us to identify at least five key parameters
related to cost and demand risks:
•

the possibility of overruns on the investment costs, 33 will be modelled using a
uniform distribution between 0% and 30%,

•

the possibility of overruns on the unit operating and maintenance costs, also
modelled with a similar distribution,

•

the possible existence of a demand forecast overestimation factor, modelled
through a triangular distribution between -30% and +5% (with a most likely value
of 0%)

•

the percentage of generated demand, will be represented by a triangular
distribution between 2% and 10% (with 3% as the most likely value), and

•

the percentage of deviated traffic, a triangular distribution between 5% and 15%
(with 10% as the most likely value). 34

Under these assumptions, the quantitative risk analysis was performed with a
specialised software for 10,000 simulations. The technique used was a Monte Carlo
simulation which involved a random sampling method of each different probability
distribution selected for the present model. The variables are considered independent of
each other, so each ‘extraction’ takes a random value for each variable to compute the
corresponding NPVS, whose probability distribution is finally presented in Figure 6.6.
As it can be observed, the probability of obtaining a negative NPVS is 0%, showing that
a positive decision about this project can be made even without considering other
additional benefits, including WEB.

33

See Flyvbjerg et al. (2003), for example.

34

It will be also assumed that these two final distributions are positively correlated.
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Figure 6.6. Risk analysis: probability distribution of the NPVS

Summary Statistics for SOCIAL NPV
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ANNEX A. REVIEW OF MANUALS AND GUIDELINES ON COSTBENEFIT ANALYSIS OF RAIL PROJECTS
This annex briefly reviews two of the most recent official guidelines related with the
methodology for the economic evaluation of rail transport projects. As discussed in the
PART I document, there are several more general CBA manuals that sometimes
include a section or an example on transport projects and in some cases, they refer to
rail investments.
For example, the European guide to cost-benefit analysis of investment projects (EC,
2015), includes an interesting case study of a railways project consisting in the
upgrading of a double‑track (conventional) railway section, part of the TEN‑T Priority
axis. 35 The project objective is to improve the level of railway service on an important
corridor, in particular by reducing travel times, increasing capacity and improving
safety, thereby contributing to the overall attractiveness of the rail transport mode
within the country and also at trans‑European level. The main benefits of this project are
quantified as travel time savings for the existing rail users, reduced operating costs for
service providers, and gains for diverted traffic from road to rail through a reduction of
congestion costs and accidents. The case study provides a detailed financial and
economic assessment performed using a 30-year reference period with respective
discount rates of 4% and 5%. From a methodological point of view, the analysis is
carried out using the change in surpluses approach, by calculating consumers’ surplus,
producers’ surplus and changes in external costs. No reference is included to taxpayers’
or workers’ surplus. The internal rate of return is 10.6 %, and the NPVS is €880 million.
The evaluation is completed with a sensitivity analysis (to determine the ‘critical’
variables whose variations, positive or negative, have the greatest impact upon the
project’s economic results), after which their switching values (those that make NPVS =
0) are calculated. A risk assessment is also included, considering and modelling the
specific risk associated with construction, land acquisition, maintenance costs and
demand forecasts.
The European Investment Bank guidelines (EIB, 2013) also include a general
discussion of the elements that define the appraisal of a rail project and a specific case
study on interurban railways consisting in the improvement of a single track line that is
operating close to capacity and provides passenger and freight services. The “dominimum” scenario is defined as investing enough resources in the existing track to
maintain its good operation conditions, whereas the “do-something” scenario includes
35
The guide also includes an urban transport project involving a building and operating a tram line jointly
with other public transport and accessibility policies.
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the installation of an additional track to increase capacity, although no increase in the
design speed is foreseen. The time horizon for the analysis is 35 years, which coincides
with the weighted average economic life of the project. The financial analysis is
disaggregated for the infrastructure manager and the service operator and is negative in
both cases. However, the economic analysis, shows that the project generates enough
benefits to society to justify the costs. The internal rate of return is 7.2% and the NPVS
is above €163 million. Sensitivity and risk analysis are not provided.
Tables A.1 to A.2 provide a more detailed analysis of the structure and contents of two
specific CBA manuals for rail projects. The first one is Turró (2004), known as
RAILPAG (Railway Project Appraisal Guidelines), prepared for the European
Commission and the European Investment Bank. RAILPAG respond to the need for
EU-harmonised procedures for the socio-economic and financial appraisal of rail
projects following the latest developments in the sector, especially where supra-national
financing is under consideration. Indeed, the methods used in the various member states
are often tied to the domestic vision of rail transport characterised by integration of
infrastructure and service operators, strong public intervention and lack of competition,
and tend to obey to short-term political purposes rather than long-term socioeconomic
objectives. In some cases, the evaluation manuals have not been updated for many
years, and there was a common agreement that available appraisal guidelines were not
sufficiently adapted to the new context of liberalisation, separation of infrastructure and
operations, increased accountability and EU-wide integration of railways.
The second one is the Spanish ADIF Manual (ADIF, 2018), which can be viewed as a
more technical approach to the economic assessment of rail projects, when they are
defined from a national perspective. This manual updates previous versions and
includes several technical annexes with specific features for different types of rail
projects, from track improvements to the construction of new stations or terminals.
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Table A.1. Some official guidelines for the assessment of rail transport projects (I)
Short name
Full name
Organization

RAILPAG (2007)
RAILPAG
RAILWAY PROJECT APPRAISAL GUIDELINES
European Commission
European Investment Bank

Publishing date

2007

Language

English
The RAILPAG (Railway Project Appraisal Guidelines) aim at providing a
common framework for the appraisal of railway projects across the EU. It starts
by discussing the relationship among the various stakeholders in the rail sector
and then describing the processes leading to decisions about these projects.
The following chapters give indications on how to carry out a CBA adapted to the
particular conditions of rail projects, providing some guidance regarding both the
more general aspects, such as the preparatory work and the economic analysis. It
focuses on those elements that are most relevant for rail projects and on the
criteria and parameters to be used in the economic analysis, which should be
correctly specified and harmonised at the European level.
RAILPAG considers that for complex or/and larger projects, the distributional
effects of an investment are an important component for decision makers and
therefore illustrates how the results of the CBA can be presented in a way that
facilitates the understanding of the consequences of the project, based on a
stakeholders-effects matrix.

Brief description

The text is relatively self‑contained and does not require a specific background in
project assessment. After the introduction, its main body can be structured into
four main topics:
1. Appraisal procedures, defining the place of the various stakeholders in the
process.
2. General elements, including project definition, alternatives and demand
forecasts.
3. Financial and economic analysis, where the main benefits and costs are
discussed, including some particular aspects relevant to rail projects such as
capacity issues, appraisal period and discount rates.
4. Applied issues related to the practical implementation of the methodology and
the presentation of results.
The document also includes two annexes with tables providing indicators and
values that are considered particularly relevant. Annex C consists of general
comments followed by a set of fiches on key matrix cells. Annex D shows 10
case studies, reflecting a whole range of rail investments, which can be used to
illustrate their practicality. Finally, Annex E provides some references, mostly
referring to specific EU documents or research projects.

Source

www.eib.org/en/publications/railpag-railway-project-appraisal-guidelines
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Table A.2. Some official guidelines for the assessment of rail transport projects (II)
Short name
Full name
Organization
Publishing date

ADIF (2018)
GUÍA PARA LA EVALUACIÓN DE INVERSIONES DE FERROCARRIL.
Dirección General ADIF.
Subdirección de estudios de demanda y planificación de inversiones
2018 (previous versions from 2008 to 2016)

Language

Spanish
This document (in two volumes) provides a complete set of guidelines for the
economic analysis of transport projects defined from a national perspective.
Volume I analyses the new socioeconomic context of the rail industry in Spain
and Europe and discusses the overall methodology for defining a rail project,
including an analysis of the role played by different stakeholders. It then provides
specific guidance for the financial analysis, distinguishing the infrastructure
manager perspective (ADIF) and the viewpoint of the firms providing rail
services. For the economic analysis, there is a detailed discussion of shadow
prices and how should be they applied.

Brief description

Volume I also includes a methodology for a (non-compulsory) qualitative
assessment as well as a description of the procedures for the sensibility and risk
analyses. There are several annexes with detailed information on ADIF unit
revenues and costs, unit prices for investments, prices and costs for other
transport modes, parameters on the evaluation horizon and the economic life of
the relevant assets, value of time, discount rates and external costs.
Volume II includes a more disaggregated description of the different types of
projects that can be evaluated and their main specificities by type of line and
technology. It also discusses different methods for demand estimation, based
either in the four-stage model or in the projection of mobility ratios. The manual
includes some previous references and, interestingly, some parameters values
about the cost of acquisition and maintenance of rolling stock according to
architectures and sizes, as well as other operational costs for them.
In sum, this a manual that does not provide a detailed methodological analysis of
the CBA procedures, but contains very useful reference information for most of
the parameters requires in the economic assessment of rail projects.

Source

Not available online
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ANNEX B. VARIABLES AND INFORMATION SOURCES FOR
THE COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS OF RAIL PROJECTS
The tables in this annex provide a final checklist of the main input data necessary to
perform a cost-benefit analysis of a rail project according to the methodology discussed
in this document. They are grouped into three categories (general parameters, costs
parameters and demand parameters) and include a brief explanation of their relevance
and characteristics as well as a reference to potential data sources from where they can
be obtained. These tables are in line with the overall recommendations from the EC
(2015) guide to cost-benefit analysis of investment projects and EC (2019) on the
external costs of transport, although other guidelines and manuals, as those reviewed in
Annex A, may be also of interest. 36

As discussed in the previous section, the infrastructure manager in Spain (ADIF) has, for example, its
own guidelines. As the planning authority, the Ministry of Transport, Mobility and Urban Agenda also
publishes regularly updates on several technical parameters such as the value of time the external costs of
accidents and other related values.
36
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Table B.1. General parameters
Comments and sources

PROJECT DEFINITION

The economic assessment of a transport project should always include a
brief description of the alternative(s) to be evaluated and the counterfactual
(baseline case) with respect to which the incremental measurement of
benefits and costs will be performed. This information can be obtained from
the technical documents/planning studies associated with the project.

EVALUATION HORIZON

The period (year) of initial reference for the economic evaluation is a
subjective decision, although in ex-ante CBA it is typically considered the
year when the decision is going to be made. The duration of the evaluation
horizon should be associated with the economic life of the assets involved
in the project, although EC (2015) recommends 30 years.

DISCOUNT RATE

The economic interpretation of the discount rate in CBA is related to the
intertemporal rate of consumption substitution for users and the opportunity
cost of capital. As a general reference, EC (2015) recommends a 5% rate
for major projects in Cohesion countries and 3% for the other Member
States. Financial discount rates may be higher.

SHADOW PRICES

Shadow prices are used to convert market prices into prices that reflect the
true opportunity costs. Sources of distortions include market inefficiencies,
existence of regulated prices, taxes and subsidies. Fiscal corrections and
conversion from market to shadow prices should be addressed by taking
into account the tax rates levied on each input (VAT, customs, income
taxes) and using appropriate tables of conversion factors. The value of these
conversion factors, however, may vary across different sources (EC, 2015;
EIB 2013, for example). For shadow wages, the source market of the labour
inputs used in the project should be properly identified in order to define
the corresponding opportunity costs. A comparison of shadow wages across
different EU regions is found, for example, in Florio et al. (2011).
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Table B.2. Cost parameters checklist
Comments and sources

Investment costs

Investment costs are closely related to the project definition. They should include all
the payments associated with the inputs required by the project, including planning and
evaluation studies, terrain acquisition and preparation, engineering works, materials,
labour and other inputs. These costs items should be disaggregated as much as
possible, and properly attributed to the period in which they take place. The main
source of information for these costs are the technical documents/planning studies
associated with the project and other sources from the public or private institution(s) in
charge of undertaking it. In some cases – when the information is not fully available –
standard unit values (as those suggested in ADIF, 2018, or in the relevant economic
literature) may be used as references. It is important to take into account the possibility
of cost overruns, which may increase construction costs or delay the construction
period. With respect to the residual value of the assets, they should be in line with their
economic lifespan and the evaluation horizon. General recommendations on these
issues are generally available in the manuals and guidelines reviewed at Annex A.

Operation and
maintenance costs
(rail)

Operation & maintenance costs, both for infrastructure. rolling stock and other
associated assets (stations) and inputs (spare parts and labour costs), are critical
variables for the assessment process, but not always easy to obtain. Some of these cost
items may be independent of traffic volumes (scheduled maintenance, for example),
while other elements vary in accordance with the intensity of use (in terms of train-km)
or demand (in number of passengers-km or ton-kms). The main sources for these costs
are the infrastructure manager and the operating companies, although reference values
may be obtained from general guidelines and related literature, as above. These costs
items should be also disaggregated as much as possible and attributed to the period in
which they take place.

Rolling stock
acquisition costs
(rail)

For ex-ante CBA, the fleet size has to be estimated in accordance to the expected
demand, the frequency and capacity of the services that will be provided. The useful
lifespan of the rolling stock (according to their usage and maintenance levels) should
be also consider for renewal orders. Estimates on the unit acquisition costs largely vary
with many characteristics of these assets, and it is to difficult to provide general
references. In any case, project-specific characteristics should be taken into account
when making rolling stock acquisition decisions

Other costs (other
modes)

The (avoided) costs in alternative transport modes are relevant for the CBA of rail
projects. This information should be obtained from public or private operators in each
sector, statistical offices or relevant related literature. Users’ operating costs associate
to private vehicles (cars, vans, lorries, etc.) should be estimated taking into account the
different components of these costs (petrol, repairs, insurance, etc.) and their changes
with and without the project. Additional references and values can be also found at
Betancor et al. (2009).

External costs

The main and most updated reference for external costs related to rail transport can be
found at EC (2019). When project-specific impacts cannot be estimated, this document
includes detailed parameter values for estimating accident costs, congestions costs and
environmental externalities related to noise, habitat damage, effects on the landscape,
air pollution, climate change and others.
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Table B.3. Demand parameters checklist
Comments and sources

Existing demand
(rail and other
modes)

The existing demand (in terms of the number of passenger-trips and/or freight
transported) can be obtained from the transport operators in the corridor, both for
rail and other modes of transport. It is very important to disaggregate the
different sections under study, as well as the main origins and destinations
served by each operator. When relevant, data should also include the usage of
stations and other infrastructures (airports, bus stations, etc.). The data should
include monetary prices and travel times (frequencies), as well as the possible
existence of peak or valley periods throughout the year. Relevant taxes and
subsidies should be also be explained.

Modal
distribution
(with the project)

For the ex-ante evaluation of rail investment projects, it is necessary to have an
adequate prediction of the (passenger and freight) demand by transport modes
for each of the years of the evaluation horizon, both 'with-the-project' and
'without-the-project'. This prediction of the modal distribution can be performed
through different statistical techniques, both quantitative and qualitative, whose
quality largely determines the reliability of the evaluation. In ex post analyses,
actual data from transport operators can be use instead.

Revenues, prices
and users’ costs

Since information on the price paid by each passenger is not always available, it
is common to use average revenue data per passenger-trip as an approximation.
It is important, however, to take into account the different types of monetary
prices (some of them, variable), as well as the existence of special discounts or
subsidies for certain groups. In the case of user costs associated with private
cars, unit prices should be calculated on the basis of the main cost items
involved (fuel, repairs, insurance, etc.), bearing in mind that some of these vary
with the distance travelled. The main source for these data is the operators or
sectoral statistical agencies, although several exogenous assumptions can
sometimes be made about the future evolution of these values based on
expectations about each sector (e.g. introduction of competition, privatisation,
etc.)

Travel time and
value of time

Travel time values should be project specific, or estimated from distance and
average commercial speed, distinguishing – at least – in-vehicle time, access and
egress time to origin and destination and average waiting time per passengertrip/unit of cargo. In the case of networks, the existence of 'Mohring effects'
associated with changes in frequency should be also taken into account. Travel
time savings are usually the main source of benefits for many transportation
projects and should be carefully measured. The value of time should also be
disaggregated, penalizing, if necessary, those that generate greater disutility.
General parameters per country can be used (see HEATCO, 2006, or EC, 2019)
taking into account the mode of transport and the distribution of travel motives.
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